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Olivia Newton-John has been a big part of my 

world for as long as I can remember. When I was 

young I wanted to be her character Sandy in 

Grease, and I recall poring over stories about  

her life in Hollywood, her Koala Blue store, her 

marriage to Matt Lattanzi, her daughter Chloe, 

and her shock cancer diagnosis in 1992 at the 

age of 43. Since working at Woman’s Day, I’ve 

read and edited countless stories about her 

life, her love for Patrick McDermott and new 

hubby John Easterling, and her tireless work 

for cancer charities. And I was lucky enough 

to be present when she was formally named a 

National Living Treasure in 2012. So to hear she  

is once again facing a battle against the hideous 

disease that is cancer (p8) left me reeling, and I’m sure 

it has affected many of you, too. Olivia, Australia is 

behind you as you face this next battle, and 

we know you’re strong enough 

to fight the good fight.
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Once shy, Pia
has learnt to
embrace her
bikini body.

Pia and Jake
turn up the  
heat.

There’s no denying the
chemistry between Home
And Away babe Pia Miller
and her co-star Jake Ryan.
The pair were spotted
filming scenes at Sydney’s
Palm Beach, and they make
one good-looking couple! 

Smokin’ hot!

PICS

OF THE

WEEK!

SNAPSHOT



Crown Princess Mary was
up for some playtime when
she visited kids at the New 
Karolinska Solna University 
Hospital in Stockholm, 
Sweden. She even managed 
to look graceful blowing 
bubbles while crouching!

Bubbles of joy

It was all hands on deck
as Katy Perry put on a
dazzling yet spooky
performance at BBC Radio
1’s Big Weekend music
festival in England. She
later made a touching
tribute to the victims of
the Manchester bombing.

Stage fright

WD 5

Mary’s visit 
brought cheer 
and hope to the 
sick children.

Johnny Depp didn’t look
at all impressed when he
bumped into a dummy of 
his character Jack Sparrow 
at the new Pirates Of The 
Caribbean attraction at 
Disneyland Paris. Hmm…

Arrrrr matey!
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We think Rodger 
looks pretty  
hot despite the 
winter chill!

Doctor Doctor star Rodger
Corser – who plays heart
surgeon Hugh Knight in 
the Nine drama – braved 
the winter chill to film 
scenes at Sydney’s Bondi 
Beach with his young 
co-star Winta McGrath, 
who plays Floyd.

Winter dip

PICS
OF THE
WEEK!

SNAPSHOT

Charlize Theron
might need to book
a hearing test after
Will Smith decided to
do an almighty wolf
whistle next to her at
Cannes. Judging from
her face, the actress
was not impressed.

Hitting the

wrong not

Will whistles
while he works,
but Charlize is
not a fan!



The girls had
a laugh a minute
as they filmed
in Sydney’s
Surry Hills.
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Proving they’re best mates as
well as co-stars, Jessica Mauboy
and Bonnie Sveen enjoyed some
downtime between takes filming
the second season of their hit
Seven show The Secret Daughter. 

Giggles galore!



S
he’s regarded as one of the

most talented people in the

music industry, but more

than that, Olivia Newton-

John is loved for her beautiful soul

and her unbreakable spirit.

Last week, Australia’s favourite

singer once again called on her

incredible strength as she vowed

for a second time not to let breast

cancer beat her, and promised

her beloved fans she will “be back

later in the year, better than ever”.

The 68-year-old, who’s long

been a source of strength and

inspiration to people battling

cancer, was determined to explain

to her fans why she is postponing

her US and Canadian tours.

In a statement, the singer – who

is married to herb company CEO

John Easterling – revealed the

back pain that had caused her to

postpone part of her concert tour

last month has turned out to be

breast cancer that has spread to

her back. It comes 25 years after

her first bout with the disease.

Despite Olivia’s brave face, her

friends say behind closed doors

she is devastated by the diagnosis,

which she received a fortnight

ago at home in California.

“She felt she had to release the

news, but she doesn’t want

to talk to anyone about it,”

confides a family friend.

“She finds talking about
it, or having it talked about
very draining, and she

needs every ounce of her

energy to fight it. She’s

determined to focus on the

future. Although she thinks

positively – which is the best

thing when you’re facing

such a challenge – she’s

also trying to be realistic

and to face this head-on.”

In April, Olivia was

complaining that her

sciatica was playing up and her

back pain was getting worse.

“The problem with Livvy is she

likes to be busy – she never stops.

It was only because the pain was
persisting – and because John
made her – that she stopped to
get it checked at all.

“Of course, John is frantic and has

made a whole course of Amazon

herbs for Olivia to combine with

her [Western] cancer treatment,”

tells her friend, adding she’s begun

taking medication and will start

radiation next week, employing

the best doctors in the US to help

her fight the insidious disease.

Olivia has confided in friends

she had a sixth sense that

something was really wrong.

“A few weeks ago she decided

to buy Chloe a townhouse in

Oregon near her father to get her

all set up and looked after,” another

friend says, adding Olivia’s had a

couple of scares in the past when

The iconic singer has defeated the

disease once before, and there’s no way

ing in this time around

‘Olivia needs
every ounce
of her energy
to fight it’

g

Olivia with (L-R)
her husband John,
and daughter
Chloe and her
fiance James
earlier this year.

Chloe, who was
a child when her
mum first battled
cancer, opened up
on Instagram (right).
Aussie stars also sent
their love (below).

she’s gig

‘I won’t let this bea
Olivia’s brave cancer 
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Olivia instigated  
for cancer research 
in 2013.



she felt “overtired and som

about her body was not rig

she “kept it hidden”. 

“Now she thinks it’s beca

secretly sensed she wasn’t

The friend says telling Ch

the news was incredibly ha

“Chloe has already been
through this experience w
mum as a little girl and it
big shock for her then, so
knew she had to tread car

“But she’s being very ma

wanting to comfort her mu

– she wants to help by givin

as much love as possible.”

After the news was anno

last week, Chloe took to

Instagram to echo Olivia’s

positivity. “I want to thank

of you for your love and su

My mom and best friend is

to be fine!” she wrote. 

Aussies also came out in

a beautiful show of suppor

Close friend John Farnha

said Olivia is being incredi

brave, and fellow singer Tin

Arena and pop star Delta

Goodrem, who has credite

Olivia with helping her

through her own battle wit

Hodgkin’s lymphoma, also

sent their wishes. 
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Her cancer crusade!
Olivia has always refused to give 
cancer an inch. After beating the 
disease the first time 25 years ago 
in 1992, she’s done all she can to 
support cancer survivors and raise 
money for research. In 2005 she 
released Stronger Than Before, an 
album written for women touched 
by cancer. Then she donated all 
the profits from her 2006 Grace 
And Gratitude album to cancer 
charities, before championing 
the Olivia Newton-John Cancer 
Wellness & Research Centre at 
Melbourne’s Austin Hospital.

Olivia has 
begun 
medication, 
and will start 
radiation  
next week.
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It was a clear indication that

all is not well at Clarence House

– and sources say it’s just the tip

of the iceberg.

This year Camilla has found

herself under increasing amounts

of scrutiny as her stepsons,

Prince William, 34, and Prince

Harry, 32, continue a very public

campaign to honour Diana.

The princes have given

a series of candid interviews 

talking about how heartbreaking

it was to lose their treasured

mum in a car accident in 1997

when they were just 15 and

12 respectively.

Discussion of the tragedy, and

the build-up to its milestone

anniversary in August, are

making Camilla increasingly

uncomfortable, given the role she

ed in Diana’s unhappiness.

‘It was horrid.
I wouldn’t want 
to put my worst 

enemy through it’

The renewed focus 
on Princess Diana is 
rumoured to be 
taking its toll on 
the Duchess of 
Cornwall.

p

S
he has stuck it out for

more than 12 years as a

controversial and highly 

scrutinised member of the 

royal family. Through it all, the 

Duchess of Cornwall has been 

determined to ignore the haters 

and uphold her public duties. 

But last week cracks began  

to appear as Camilla gave an 

unprecedented interview in which 

she revealed the extent of her 

struggle with life in the public eye. 

Insiders say the pressure on 
Charles’s wife – who is often 
blamed for the breakdown of his 
marriage to Princess Diana in 
1996 – has been increasing  
in the lead-up to the 20th 
anniversary of Diana’s death. 

And we’re told Camilla is so

fed up with the increased scorn

she now faces, she’s all but ready

to quit the palace for good.

“Sometimes you get up in the

morning and think you can’t do

it, and you just have to,” Camilla

said in the revealing chat. “The

minute you stop it’s like a balloon,

you run out of puff. You sort of

collapse in a heap,” she added.

ROYALNEWS

CAMILLAW

After 12 happy 
years as man and 
wife, are Charles  
and Camilla 
about to split?
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SHOCK

Camilla became a duchess in

2005 when she married Prince

Charles, the man she’d been 

sleeping with while she was 

married to Andrew Parker Bowles, 

and while Charles was still wed to 

Diana. As a consequence of that 

infidelity, Camilla did not exactly 

endear herself to royal fans. 

In a first, she’s now revealed  

just how much that public 

disapproval affected her life. “It 

was horrid. I wouldn’t want to 

put my worst enemy through  

it,” the 69-year-old recalls of  

the time she rekindled her 

relationship with Charles after 

Diana’s death. 

She admits that for about  

a year she couldn’t really leave 

the house. “I would pass the time 

by reading a lot – more than I’d 

ever have been able to in a 

normal life. I thought, ‘Well, if I’m 

stuck here I might as well do 

something positive like read all 

the books I want to read, and try 

to learn to paint’ – though that 

wasn’t a huge success – and after 

a while, life sort of went on.”

Although public feeling 

towards Camilla has warmed 

in recent years, sources say 

she’s always struggled with 

her position on the periphery 

of the royal family. And 

recent events, palace insiders 

reveal, have pushed her too far.

“I sometimes think to 
myself, ‘Who is this woman?  
It can’t possibly be me,’ ”  
she says, admitting her 
discomfort with royal duties. 

If Camilla had her way she’d 

be enjoying a peaceful life in 

the countryside with Charles, 

cooking scrambled eggs in her 

dressing gown and kicking back 

in front of her favourite TV 

show, Danish crime series  

The Killing. But instead, her 

commitment to her husband 

continues to keep her busy with 

an exhausting schedule of more 

than 200 royal engagements a

year, including overseas tours.

Although Camilla says she is

well practised at the art of “just

getting on with it”, the scrutiny

of her every move is only set to

increase as August approaches

and also as Charles moves closer

to eventually taking the throne.

While the couple’s marriage
has always been strong, royal
watchers fear Camilla is ready
to choose freedom – and a life
free from judgement – over the
love of her husband.

Now, as her stepsons, together

with William’s wife Kate, the

Duchess of Cambridge,

continue to fight for the

memory of Diana and

her legacy to live on,

palace insiders are

fearing for the

worst, and they’re

certain that it’s

only a matter

of time until 

Camilla calls

it quits.

The duchess is fed up with 

being the royal family outsider

Diana was 
always wary  
of Camilla.

Prince William’s emotionalinterview in British GQ magazine last week is thought to have pushed an already strained Camilla to breaking point. In the chat to promote his mental health charity Heads Together, William revealed dealing with the loss of his mother in the public eye was tough, and expressed his deep regret that Diana would never know his wife and children. For Camilla, whose own candid interview was released just days earlier, the move came as yet another blow, and it’s believed she felt it may have been a direct attempt to turn public favour away from her. 
WD 11

WALKS OUT!

Prince William’s
REVEALING INTERVIEW
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From raw kangaroo to a Bridge climb in under 48 hours!

o
d
e
d
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honeymoon!

‘I had to do a double-
take when Pippa

popped her head into 
the breakfast room’

The Park Hyatt in
The Rocks, with
king bed and
custom linen.

The millionaire
newlyweds
enjoyed palatial
surrounds.

They arrived
at lunch via
seaplane.

PIPPA & JAMES’S

12 WD 
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P
ippa Middleton and her husband 

James Matthews thrilled Aussies 

when they popped up Down 

Under last week on a honeymoon 

stopover – with a price tag running at 

close to $38,000! Although their time  

in Sydney was brief, the newlyweds 

managed to squeeze in plenty of activities 

showcasing the best of the harbour city. 

After boarding a water taxi with friends, 

they hopped on a seaplane for a scenic 

tour over the Ku-ring-gai Chase National 

Park to the secluded celebrity hot-spot 

Cottage Point Inn. Owner Ally Olesen says 

Pippa dined on kangaroo tartare followed 

by mackerel, while James had duck.

The couple stayed in the penthouse of 

the five-star Park Hyatt hotel, which 

comes complete with a 24-hour butler.  

“I had to do a double-take when she 

popped her head into the breakfast room 

briefly to take a peek,” one guest says. 

“She’d been running and was in a vest. 

Her arms are incredibly muscly. The  

pair of them are so bloody fit.”

Pippa found time for a caviar facial at 

the hotel spa, costing up to $580, and she 

and James enjoyed a sunset climb of the 

Sydney Harbour Bridge, with a price tag 

of $378 each, before flying out to Darwin 

the next morning, where they continued 

their Aussie getaway.

Just days earlier they’d also enjoyed 

enviable luxury at The Brando on stunning 

Tetiaroa atoll in Tahiti, once owned by 

the late Marlon Brando. 



Like any couple moving in
together for the first time, Prince
Harry and his girlfriend Meghan 
Markle want the perfect place to 
call their own. 

Harry is reportedly eyeing up 
properties in Norfolk – near Kate 
and Wills’ current home – with
plenty of room for their future

royal rascals and enough space  
to play polo!

“Harry has family on his mind 
more than ever,” a source says  
of the 32-year-old. “He wants  
a relaxed country pad he can 
retreat to at weekends to join 
his wife and kids, entertain his

mates and live a normal life.”

It’s believed the prince
has his heart set on Twyford Hall, 
a relaxed 17th-century property 
with eight bedrooms and 28ha  
of parkland. But Meghan, 35, 
reportedly prefers Guist Hall,  
a stylish Georgian manor house 
that’s close to Burnham Market, 
her favourite foodie hot spot. 

“Like most Americans, Meghan 
loves anything quaint,” the source 
says. “But as a stylish woman,  
she is leaning towards the more
sophisticated properties.”

The Duke and 
Duchess of 
Cambridge are 
feeling nervous.

T
he royal family demands

absolute loyalty from their 

staff, but the resignation  

of the Duke and Duchess of 

Cambridge’s housekeeper last 

week has left some palace 

officials fearing the couple’s 

privacy may be compromised. 

Sadie Rice, 35, has been 

cooking, cleaning and shopping 

for Kate and William for two 

years, but is said to have called it 

quits because the job became 

“too demanding”. Now an insider 

claims she’s tempted to tell what 

living with the future king and 

ids, Prince 

d Princess 

as really like. 

d about the 

d spill and  

e’ll expose – 

he fact she left 

feeling 

a palace insider

Other staff

ers have warned

Kate that Sadie may be tempted

to speak out about her 

experiences and has already been 

offered $1.7 million for a book 

deal, with many other publishers 

stumping up large amounts of 

cash with rival offers.”

Kate, 35, and William, 34, have 

been living at Anmer Hall, 

Norfolk, with their children since 

2015, but are now spending more 

and more time in London, where 

George will be starting school in 

September. It’s believed their 

impending permanent move to 

London didn’t sit well with Sadie. 

“They wanted her to spend 

more time at Kensington Palace 

and her work was increasing  

all the time. She wasn’t having  

a normal life outside work,” 

another royal source reveals. 

Although Kate has done her 

best to keep the family’s private 

lives just that, the insider says 

legal loopholes mean she might 

not be able to prevent Sadie from 

sharing details of life behind 

the palace walls. 

“Kate’s terrified about Sadie 

revealing the intimate details  

of their home life, including  

iffs between her and William,  

which she could potentially 

low up and dramatise. 

“She’d also know personal 

hings about George and 

harlotte that they’ve chosen 

ot to put in the public domain.”

The royal couple fear she could spill their secrets

living with the fut

queen and their k

George, three, and

Charlotte, two, wa

“Kate’s petrified

secrets Sadie coul

the revelations sh

especially given th

because she was

overworked,”

says. “O

memb

Kate & Wills under fire

Th l l f h ld ill th i t
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Housekeeper walks out!

Harry & Meghan’s
COUNTRY LOVE NEST!
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One of the Norfolk 
properties they 
might call home.

Harry and 
Meghan are 
setting up 
their first 
house!

The couple’s 
“overworked” 
housekeeper 
Sadie Rice  
has quit.

The royals’ home: 
Anmer Hall.
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th Schapelle still

hiding because of

public frenzy over

homecoming, her

amily open up to
PHILLIP KOCH

Mercedes, her  
boys Nyoman, 10, 
and Wayan, and 
the whole family 

are there for Pelle.
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Even before Woman’s Day revealed
the first photo of Schapelle back 
home in Australia, everyone was 
talking about her incredible 
“freedom makeover”, with 
potential suitors last week even 
declaring their love for her online.

She certainly looks a different 
woman now to the one who was 
snapped seven years ago when she 
attended a Christmas service in 
Kerobokan Prison. Mercedes says 
her sister hasn’t had any plastic 
surgery – although she has joked 
about her eyelash extensions on 
an Instagram post.

Schapelle’s shock 

WOMAN S
DAY

Only in
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MILYREUNION

behind her return
T

here was a flood of joyful 

tears when Schapelle 

Corby was finally reunited 

with her mum, brothers, 

sisters, nieces and nephews on 

the Gold Coast last week – after 

48 hours of cloak-and-dagger 

measures to avoid the media.

Two days after her long-

awaited return, her older sister 

Mercedes was able to finally 

reunite Schapelle, 39, with her 

two nephews and niece, who 

spent their childhoods visiting 

their aunty in jail in Bali.

“It was the happiest I’ve ever 
seen her,” shares Mercedes’ 
son Wayan, 17. “It was pretty 

emotional. I came up and gave  

her a big hug like I normally do, 

and we talked about the flight 

and what she’s going to do 

now. There were lots of tears, 

but they were tears of joy.”

The handsome teenager, who 

got his Ps last week, says he 

can’t wait to take “Aunty Pelle”  

on a drive to one of his favourite 

surf spots on the Gold Coast.

Mercedes says Schapelle’s 

future is now completely in her 

own hands, and no one wants to 

pre-empt what she may decide  

to do, which could even mean 

returning to Bali and the boyfriend 

she left behind.

“I think it’s going to take time 
for her to process what it actually 
means to be free,” she says. “It’s 

really early days and we’re trying 

to get over the madness. Whatever 

she decides to do it will be her 

decision alone.”

Wayan wanted to 

speak out about his 

now famous Aunty 

Pelle to thank 

Australians for their 

words of support 

since she came 

home and ask that 

after the initial 

excitement dies 

down, she be given 

some privacy.

“I hope people 

give her a chance to 

have a new life,” he 

says. “It would be 

good if everyone  

let her get on with 

her life and gave 

her a second chance to prove

she’s a good person.

“Everyone has been really

supportive but we’re all a bit

nervous because we don’t know

how things are going to unfold.

I just want her to be able to have

a normal life – to be able to go to

the beach for a swim once in a

while, to have family dinners and

get-togethers, to relax and hang

out with friends without being

constantly hassled,” he says.

“She’s always been a fantastic

aunty to me and it’s such a good

feeling to have her home – it’s

been a long time coming. I can’t

wait until we can just have a sit

down and a family dinner like

normal people.”

‘I hope people 
give her the

chance to have 
a new life’

Wayan says he’ll 
never stop believing in 
Schapelle’s innocence and no 

matter what other people think, 

he hopes Aussies will recognise 

that she deserves another chance 

to build a life after prison.

“I’ve watched Mum and Dad’s 
devotion, support and fight for 
Aunty Pelle all these years,” he 

says. “Never have I doubted her 

innocence. Whether people think 

she’s innocent or guilty, she’s 

served out her sentence.

“I hope she’ll heal completely 

from the past 13 years and the 

things she must have had to deal 

with and see while in that place. 

“I’ve spent as much time  

with her as I can since she’s been 

home and she’s just so happy  

to have her family around her,” 

Wayan reveals.

“It will be really good to be able 

to get out and about with her 

once everything settles down 

– and it’s cool watching her figure 

out Instagram and social media!”

The first photo of 
Schapelle since she 
returned to Australia. 
Mercedes hopes her 
sister can now lead  
a normal family life.
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W
hat do you buy a

woman who has the

world at her feet?

This is surely the

question Nicole Kidman’s friends

and family are asking themselves

on the eve of the actress’s 50th

birthday. Yet Nicole would likely

tell them not to bother with gifts

– she already has everything she

wants from life, and more.

Indeed, the star, whose home

life is now blissfully stable and

whose career has arguably

reached a new pinnacle, is telling

friends she’s never been happier

than she is right now.

“Nic feels totally fulfilled and
like her whole life has fallen into
place – and she says she’s going

After a starring

role at Cannes,

Nicole is on top

of the world…

NICOLEAT50
‘I’ve never been 

HAPPIER!’
to make the next 50 years even 

more memorable than the first,”  

a close friend tells Woman’s Day. 

Nicole, who arrived in Australia 

last week to film Aquaman, 

enjoyed a pre-birthday dinner 

with her mother Janelle in 

Sydney. It was a fairly low-key 

affair compared to her countless 

award show and red carpet 

appearances in recent months 

– but to the mother of four, for 

whom family will always mean 

the most, it was no less special. 

“Nic has always been 

somewhat superstitious and she 

says she doesn’t want to jinx her 

happiness by talking about it too 

much,” our insider says. “But she 

feels like she’s been on a lap of 

honour these past few months…

with the Hollywood award 

season, Cannes and now going 

home to see her mum.”

After 28 years in the film 

industry, Nicole has certainly 

earned a prolonged celebration. 

She was dubbed “Queen of 

Cannes” late last month, starring 

in four critically acclaimed projects 

screening at the festival, as well as 

dazzling on the red carpet. 

Her performance as domestic 

violence survivor Celeste Wright 

in this year’s TV hit show Big Little 

Lies is also earning her endless 

applause, while her newest TV 

venture Top Of The Lake: China 

Girl is being lauded by critics.

As further proof of her career 

success, last week Nicole was 

named Australia’s richest 

entertainer, with an estimated net 

worth of around $347 million. 

“Cannes has always been  

a special place to her, but this 

year more so than ever because 

Nic is completely at ease with 

herself and could not be in a 

better place with her personal 

and professional life,” the friend 

says. “Nic has always had a lot of 

self-doubt but now she has learnt 

to relax and enjoy herself and 

With her 
girls Sunday 
and Faith.

And loving 
husband Keith.
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appreciate everything she has.”

Nicole – mum to Isabella, 24,

and Connor, 22, with Tom Cruise,

and Sunday, eight, and Faith, six,

with Keith Urban – has learnt that

you can’t enjoy the rainbows

without weathering the storm.

And there have been plenty

of dark moments – the divorce

from Tom that blindsided her

after 10 years of marriage and

the subsequent distance she

endured from their two kids, the

miscarriage that devastated her,

and the tragic deaths of her

beloved father Antony and

brother-in-law Angus Hawley

within months of each other have

all tested her to the limit.

“I’m aware of being in a sweet

spot right now but it takes contrasts

to have that awareness,” Nicole

said recently. “You have to have

experiences, ups and downs and

the idea that life is a long path.

‘Right now I’m the 
most balanced, 
awake and alive 
I’ve ever been’

“Right now I’m the most 

balanced, awake and alive I’ve 

ever been,” she added.

Of course, a major contributor 

to Nic’s happiness is her 11-year-

marriage to 49-year-old Keith. 

“Your confidence grows as you 

get older, particularly when you’re 

in a loving relationship,” she says. 

“Everything strengthens. A lot of 

that insecurity and desire to please 

is based on low self-esteem, so 

trying to build that is important. 

Keith has been a huge part of it.”

With confidence in spades, 
and a smile that just can’t be 
dimmed, friends say Nicole 
can’t believe how perfect her 
life feels right now. 

And turning 50 is not the scary 

prospect she once thought – she 

even told Graham Norton she 

was “so excited”.

“She feels totally fulfilled,” her 

friend says. “She truly believes life 

is only going to get better – and 

she can’t wait for the next exciting 

chapter to begin!”
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…the three 
star in TV 
show Top Of 
The Lake.

TV show Big 
Little Lies has 
received rave 
reviews.

Nicole, at Cannes 
last month, says 
she’s happier than 
ever before as she 
reaches 50.

With co-stars 
Elisabeth Moss  
and Gwendoline 
Christie at 
Cannes…



W
ith a shock walkout 

and a life-threatening 

hospital dash, it’s 

been an explosive 

week for House Rules. And behind 

the scenes, things are getting even 

more dramatic. Woman’s Day has 

learnt host Johanna Griggs is 
crumbling under the pressure 
of keeping up appearances and 

she’s concerned the drama could 

even damage her career. 

Joh, 43, was in an awkward spot 

last week when tensions between

new judges Laurence Llewelyn-

Bowen and Drew Heath came  

to a head. The Sydney architect  

slammed Laurence for his

“British-type behaviour” during

filming, and the two also clashed

over Sean and Ella’s “industrial

Scandinavian” renovation.

“Right, I’m going to pull

rank,” Laurence said after Drew

questioned if the contestants’

bathroom really was Scandi

design. “I was at the Stockholm

Design Week exhibition and

The House Rules
host is caught  

in the crossfire  

as the judges go 

head to head

Of fans’ comments 
on the “bitter and 
horrid” contestants, 
Joh says, “They don’t 
do themselves any 
favours, except show 
the lovely teams in  
a better light!”

‘Laurence likes 
“things from the
past”… Drew is 
more “in tune”’
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guess what, my friend? This

would fit in perfectly.” The

conversation became so heated, 

veteran judge Wendy Moore, 46, 

was forced to intervene. “Do I 

have to get in between you two?” 

she asked the warring men. 

Last week Drew revealed he 

felt like “a sheep or cow waiting 

to be slaughtered” ahead of his 

first day on the show, and said if 

it wasn’t for Wendy he “probably 

would have walked out”. 

In what has been deemed a 

dig at Laurence, Drew, 48, 

commented that the British star 

likes “things from the past”, 

while he sees himself as more 

“in tune” with what Aussies want 

when it comes to their homes. 

Ever the peacemaker, Joh has 
done her best not to take sides 
as the two men continue to 
clash in each episode – but she’s 

made no secret of her love for 

Laurence, 52, in recent weeks.

In April, the former swim 

champ said Laurence had the 

edge over Drew and would prove 

to be a favourite this year.

“I love [Laurence] so much. 

We’ve got two new judges and 

Drew is actually quite brilliant, 

but it’s Laurence who really 

arrives… he hams it up, he’s so 

much fun,” she gushed.

Wendy, like Joh, is a big fan of 

Laurence – after Joe Snell’s exit 

last year, she campaigned 

tirelessly for the eccentric star to 

get a spot on the panel. But now 

Drew is leaning on Wendy for 

support as his feud with 

Laurence reaches boiling point, 

putting her and Joh directly in the 

crossfire

between

the two

men.

It’s not j

the judgin

drama tha g

Joh a headache either. Some 
viewers are getting fed up with 
the contestants’ controversial 
behaviour too – and it’s thought 

they’re switching off because of 

the “nastiness” between teams. 

“Seven is a joke. First they ruin 

MKR and now House Rules. 

Always watched both but not 

even interested,” one former fan 

commented on social media.

And the dramas are having an 

impact on the show’s host.

“Joh is known as one of the

hardest working a

professional 

people in TV 

and, on top of 

that, she’s the 

nicest celebrity 

you’ll ever meet,” 

tells a TV insider. 

“All the drama is 

getting to her and

she’s worried it 

could damage  

her reputation 

and all her years 

of hard work.”

 As host, Joh  

has been forced  

to defend the 

show and her job.

“There are  

some lovely 

teams,” she says. 

“That’s what I’m 

focused on.” 

Wendy felt
had to “get
between” Dr
and Laurence.

Laurence (left) told 
Drew he was going 
to pull rank over 
Scandi design.
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Judge Joe 
Snell was  
a kitten 
compared 
to these 
two!

nd most

Introducing...
The House Rules Mean Girls!

Nicole
and Fiona
aren’t
winning
any fans.

And many 
viewers weren’t 
sad to see Troy 
and Bec go.

WD 19

Has this year’s series produced the most hated 
contestants to date? Many viewers think so, 
with some likening Nicole, Fiona, Troy and Bec to 
the Mean Girls characters in a hilarious meme!

After Nicole and Fiona’s catty comments  
on the show and Troy and Bec’s shock exit 
– dubbed TV’s biggest meltdown of the year 
– one fan wrote, “The two girls are two of the 
nastiest, most malicious and bitter people I’ve 
ever observed, and Bec and Troy are not much 

better.” Another branded Nicole  
and Fiona the “lowest of the low”  
after the duo hoped Andrew’s horrifying 
accident would give them an advantage.

Nicole and Fiona’s behaviour didn’t shock 
Andrew’s girlfriend of four years, Tess. “I’m 
not really that surprised they saw it as a 
possible opportunity to help them stay in the 
competition a little longer,” she says, adding 
that they like to “play the game”.



Friends say the

smitten vet thinks 

his gorgeous lady

is The One!

Away starlet Kassandra

Clementi – thinks Kendall could 

be The One. “People are saying 

it’s just a matter of time before 

he pops the question.” 

And it looks like Nine exec
Kendall feels the same way
about Chris. The beautiful

brunette was more than happy

to play “surf widow” as Chris hit

the water on his board, before

rushing over to greet him when

he returned to shore.

Woman’s Day revealed the

pair had been secretly dating in

March, after Kendall flew to the

African jungle for a romantic

rendezvous

while he

was filming

Ten’s I’m

A Celebrity…

Get Me Out

Of Here!

A wedding

might not be the only thing in

the pipeline for them. Chris, 38,

has previously revealed his hope

to settle down and have kids.

“When the time is right, the

time is right,” he told The Daily

Telegraph “I don’t worry about

my age. I think about

the 25-year-old

me and he wasn’t

very worldly.”

… but for now
she’s content to
watch and get
some rays.

Kendall may
just give it a
go next time…

C
hivalrous Dr Chris

Brown has spent the

past few months

gallantly trying to keep

his new relationship out of the

public eye for the sake of his

“beautiful but shy” girlfriend

Kendall Bora.

But it seems the smitten pair

are finally ready to let the world

see exactly how

in love they are.

They were

spotted looking

happy and

relaxed on

a Bondi Beach

date last week.

“Kendall is very shy and she

doesn’t want any fuss about

their relationship, but they’re

100 per cent happy and very

serious,” tells a friend. “She gets
on famously with his parents
and has been to see them a few
times. They approve.”

In fact, friends believe

Chris – who previously

dated Home And

‘People are
saying it’s

just amatter
of time…’

Out of 
hiding!
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Dr Chris
Ready to pop 

the question!?



nature nurtures best

Experience Natio’s exceptional quality and value 
using the ‘try me’ free testers on all Natio displays. 
Natio’s pure essential oils and plant extracts deliver 
the necessary vitamins and antioxidants to 
cleanse, nourish and protect your skin.
Australian made and owned, without animal testing.

www.natio.com.au
Available at Myer, David Jones and selected Pharmacies.



The actress enjoys

a family day out

knowing her stalker

torment is over at 

long last

FINA
San

AFTE

W
ith a mile-wide smile

and a relaxed

demeanour, Sandra

Bullock was the

picture of health and happiness

on a day out with her family. As

she lavished love and affection on

her son Louis, six, daughter Laila,

four, and partner Bryan Randall,

50, during a trip to Disneyland,

sheer relief was written all over

the actress’s face.

It was a very different story
three years ago when 52-year-old

Sandra was forced to cower in

a wardrobe, terrified for her life,

when a stalker broke into her

Beverly Hills house. But after

years of being haunted by the

distressing ordeal, the actress

finally feels liberated now

that Joshua Corbett has been 

convicted of stalking and

residential burglary.

Corbett was sentenced
late last month to five years’
probation – which, reassuringly

for Sandra, means he’ll be

monitored – and continued

mental health treatment. He’s

also been ordered to stay away

from the star for 10 years. 
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Sandra finally feels
comfortable
showing affection
for Bryan in public.

The only thing
the couple had
to worry about
was a scary ride!

Sandra is finally
able to put the
past behind her



LLY FREE
dra’s joy

R 3 YEARS
In June 2014, Sandra, who was 

home alone, woke up some time 

after 1am hearing loud noises 

inside her house. Getting up to 

lock the door to her bedroom, she 

saw Corbett in the hall wearing 

dark clothing. She then called for 

help from her wardrobe. 

“I’m locked in my closet,”  

a distressed Sandra told police  

in an audio recording that was 

played in court. “I have a safe 

door in my bedroom and... I’m 

locked in the closet right now.”

She became increasingly 

panicked as the call continued.  

“I hear someone banging on  

the door,” she said. 

Police arrived within minutes 
and arrested Corbett, who was 

holding a notebook with cut-out 

magazine pictures of Sandra and 

handwritten notes to her. One 

said: “You are my wife by law,  

the law of God, and you belong  

to me and me to you.” 

She was unharmed, but the 
terror of having her personal 
space violated rattled Sandra to 
the core. In the years since, the 

actress has done all she can to 

keep her personal life tightly under 

wraps out of fear for her safety. 

She is fiercely protective of her 

children’s privacy, and although 

she’s been dating photographer 

Bryan for two years, Sandra rarely 

shows affection towards him 

publicly. But these shots of the 

pair kissing and embracing, 

accompanied by her children,  

are a clear sign Sandra is finally 

able to put the past behind her 

and focus on her happy future.

WD

When Joshua Corbett was arrested

in Sandra’s home, it sent shockwaves 

through Hollywood. Not only had he 

managed to scale the barbed wire 

surrounding the grounds of Sandra’s 

house and enter the building, it was 

later discovered he’d been watching 

her home for days.

Thankfully, Sandra had a panic

room door installed in her bedroom,

which she was able to lock. Although 

he did not have any weapons on him, 

police found Corbett had eight 

firearms registered in his name and 

found a cache of illegal weapons, 

including a machine gun, in his house. 

Bizarrely, he told officers he’d 

broken into Sandra’s home to “show...

security that her residence was not

impervious and she was in danger”.

HER STALKER HELL
Sandra’s Beverly 
Hills home  
and the scene  
of the crime.

Corbett pleaded 
not guilty to the 
charges in 2014.

Bryan dotes on 
Laila and Louis.
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led in her bedroom,room door instal impervious and she was in danger . 

She was lucky 
to have a safe 
door installed.



W
e’d be lying if we

said we didn’t

enjoy an on-screen

romance – and

Delta Goodrem had The Voice
viewers in a state of frenzy last

week after she put rumoured

love interest Tim through to the

show’s Final 12.

Explaining her decision to

pick 23-year-old Tim over his

rival Ellis, Delta deemed the 

ROMANCE REVEA
handsome crooner “the artist

that I feel needs my coaching”.

But fans of the show won’t

be too surprised by Delta

choosing to take Tim through

to the next stage of the

competition, given just how

much she’s swooned over him

from day one.

During his Blind Audition,

Delta, 32, happily shared

a kiss with the former rugby 

player after he presented her

with a red rose.

And she tempted the northern

Sydney singer to join her team

by cheekily referring to herself 

as a “hands-on coach”.

Tim says the feelings are

mutual. “Delta is beautiful

inside and out,” he tells

Woman’s Day. “I’d have given

her 10 roses if they’d fitted in 

my back pocket!”

“I choose you!”
Delta believes
Tim has what  
it takes.

Delta & Tim’s secret 

The Voice coach
all-but confirms
her feelings for the
hunk as she takes
him through to  
the live finals
writes ZARA ZUBEIDI
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Delta hasn’t been short of
d i t !eye candy in past seasons!

LED!
The pair’s chemistry hasn’t 

gone unnoticed by fans, either.

“What a hot couple they’d 

make,” wrote one viewer, 

alongside a photo of the pair 

that Tim posted on Instagram. 

“I see love forming,” said 

another fan.

But not everyone is likely to 

be so supportive of Delta and 

Tim’s budding romance. It’s 

thought Delta’s fellow coach 

Seal – who has been linked to 

the pop princess on countless 

occasions and admits they 

share a strong connection – is 

feeling left out. 

As well as doting on Delta on 

set, Seal hasn’t stopped gushing 

about her in interviews. 

“Firstly, she is very beautiful, 

but she is also quite vulnerable.

Delta is quite 

strong… has  

a strong voice 

and a strong 

personality but

[also] this air of

vulnerability 

and that’s why

people warm to her.”

Even Boy George has said he 

thinks Seal “fancies the pants 

off” the pop princess!

But Delta’s  

decision to choose 

Tim over Ellis has  

left some viewers 

accusing the pop star 

of favouring “the good 

looking boys” in the 

competition over  

those with more talent.

“This is called ‘The 
Voice’ not ‘The Look’ 

Delta. We all know  

why Tim was picked.  

It wasn’t because he  

was the better singer,” 

seethed one viewer. 

“Predictably Delta 

takes the guy she wants

to sleep with – Tim,” 

ranted another.

Fellow coach Kelly 

Rowland has been sure 

to have her say, and has

joked about Delta’s 

flirtatious nature. “She always 

knows where the cute guys  

are,” Kelly commented during 

filming, adding, “Then she 

climbs on the chair and puts 

her leg out…”

Despite the backlash, Tim 

continued to remain positive 

last week ahead of the live 

shows and thanked Delta for 

“believing in 

me” in a 

heartwarming 

post online.

And with

the nation’s

sweetheart

firmly on his

side, we imagine it’ll take

more than a little criticism

to dampen the aspiring

singer’s spirits!

‘I’d have given 
her 10 roses if 

they’d fitted in my
back pocket’

Flirting on
the job

In 2015, Delta

confessed her

“love” for

Stewart and 

was gutted 

when he chose 

Team Jessie J.

Delta told season two

singer Tim to get rid

of his beard because

the girls backstage 

thought he looked 

really hot without it. 

Subtle, much?!

In 2013 she chose

Ben in less than

30 seconds, saying,

“I think you have

the whole

package.”

Berni & Rennie
Singing love songs

It seems Delta and Tim’s flirty 
antics have rubbed off on 
finalists Berni and Rennie, 
Woman’s Day can exclusively 
reveal. “They’re always giggling 
and chatting,” an insider tells 
us. But Rennie remains coy, 
saying, “I don’t know... I just 
have one of those flirty types of 
personalities. We’re just having 
fun.” The former Jetstar flight 
attendant also insists she’s 
been “smitten” with Brendan,  
a pilot she met through work, 
for the last six months.

In 2015 Delta

Stewart
Winchester

Delta told season t

Tim Morrison

In 2013 she chose

Ben Goldstein

We’re just 
flirting, 
Rennie 
says.

Tim gave Delta 
a rose! Wait… 
wrong show?!
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in December last year, just

a month after they wed.

However Susie, who was

formerly married to Robert

Daniels and Darren May,

admitted the process was tough

on them both. “IVF is draining,

both emotionally and financially,

and at my age I’m thinking just

one more time,” she said.

Susie and Perry were both

quick to erase each other from

their social media feeds after the

announcement. But Perry’s

friends know he’ll overcome his

heartache with their help, and

his campaign will continue.

“Perry's quest
in life is to find a
cure for paralysis,
which he’s on the

verge of achieving,” 

his close friend

reveals.

“He’s a true

gentleman and

a real champion.”W
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T
heir romance seemed to

be a fairytale, as unlucky-

in-love swimmer Susie

Maroney found her match

in Perry Cross, the campaigning

quadriplegic with a heart of gold.

However just months after
tying the knot in an intimate
ceremony in Byron Bay in
November, the pair have split.

“Perry’s a wonderful inspiration

as everyone knows and a beautiful

man, but I really don’t want to

say anything more at this stage,”

Susie, 42, said after announcing

the break-up, with Perry’s

friends telling Woman’s Day that

the inspirational speaker is

coping well with the sad news.

“Perry is very upset but he

has some good friends and

family that are there with him, 

through thick and thin,” an

old rugby mate of Perry’s tells

Woman’s Day. “We’re not sure

what happened, all we know is

that we love him.”

Susie met her husband-to-be,

who was paralysed after a clash

on the rugby field when he was

just 19, at a Perry Cross Spinal

Research Foundation fundraiser.

“I chased him,” Susie
recalls. “I actually gave his
mum my phone number
and asked if he was single.”

After going public with

their romance in October

In his role as
spinal research
ambassador,
Perry has met
many celebs,
including
Christopher
Reeve, who
died in 2004.

The Aussie marathon swimmer separates

from her third husband just seven

months after their surprise wedding

2015, the couple built their

new family life.

“I never really imagined I’d

meet someone like Susie. She

blows me away… I always knew

it would take someone special

[to marry me] but I never

thought Susie Maroney special.”

Touchingly, Perry also said

he’d embraced becoming a

stepfather to Susie’s three kids,

Paris, eight, Capri, six, and River,

five. In 2016 the pair decided

to try for a baby.

“Now we’re trying IVF because

we want to have a child of our

own,” 42-year-old Perry revealed 

‘Perry is a true
gentleman and a
real champion’

Susie and
Perry have
split after just
18 months
together and
seven months
of marriage.

Shock split!
Susie& Perry call it quits

Loved-up after
their wedding
last November.

MAKINGNEWS
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Cathy Schenkelberg
didn’t realise she
was auditioning for
the part of wife.

The church even
flew to Norway
to film Anette
Johansen’s
“screen test”.

Nazanin was given
designer clothes and
a glam makeover to
prepare her for her
role as Tom’s date.

elationship with Penelope Cruz

nded and before he started

ating Katie Holmes. Actresses

essica Alba, Kate Bosworth and

carlett Johansson were all

llegedly wife candidates, but

ailed to make the cut.

Although both Tom and the

hurch deny they have conducte

project to find him a bride,

aren Pressley, a former membe

f the controversial religion, says

ources within the church have

old her about the way Tom’s 

More details about the A-list actor’s odd

methods of ‘recruiting’ girlfriends have emerged,

plus rumours that he may be auditionin a ain

ACTRESSSPE

IAUDITION
BE TOM’S 

F
or years it’s been rumoured

that the Church of

Scientology, of which Tom

Cruise is a high-ranking

member, has been actively

involved in his love life. And

sources have claimed Tom is now

working with the church again in

a bid to find wife number four.

Recently, actress and former

Scientologist Cathy Schenkelber

spoke out about her own

unknowing audition for the

role. She claims that members

of the church hired her to do a

video disseminating Scientology

beliefs to non-Scientologists

in 2003, and that she later

discovered she’d been an

unwitting candidate to be the 

next Mrs Cruise. 

‘I really don’t like
him. I think he’s

a narcissist’

Casting call
Past candidates

AUDITIONED
IN 2004

AUDITIONED
IN 2005

“The guy running the

camera asked me, ‘What do you

think of Tom Cruise?’ I was like,

‘I really don’t like him. I think

he’s a narcissist’, and he excused

me from the audition. I said, ‘Am

I done?’ And he’s like, ‘Well yeah’.

I was taken aback. I walked out

and this actress said to me, ‘You

know that was an audition to be

Tom Cruise’s girlfriend?’”

Cathy isn’t the only one who

claims to have been a part of

the unusual process 54-year-old

Tom allegedly uses to find

romantic partners. As Woman’s

Day reported back in 2013,

Anette Johansen, 39, a former

Scientologist from Norway, says

she was auditioned for the role of

Tom’s girlfriend in 2005, after his 

relationship with Homeland

actress Nazanin Boniadi in 2004

was allegedly orchestrated.

“[A high-ranking Scientologist]

was assigned to grooming and

prepping Nazanin for her

ultimate role of dating Tom,”

says Karen.

“They spent approximately

$27,000 at places like Burberry

and Ralph Lauren to give her

a wardrobe that was suitable,”  

she reveals.

As previously reported,

Iranian-born actress Nazanin,

who has starred in hit shows How

I Met Your Mother and Scandal,

lived with Tom for a couple of

months in 2004 before he called

time on their relationship.

According to Karen, Nazanin, 

now 37, was planted in the

role of Tom’s girlfriend by

Scientology members because

she fit specific requirements: she

was beautiful, she had a great

smile, she was intelligent and

she was also a dark brunette.

Nazanin was a dedicated

Scientologist in the 2000s,

reportedly setting a record for

selling the church’s books, before 

leaving the religion for good.

Karen says she fell foul of the

church for telling friends what it

was like to live with Tom.

“Her friend reported this to

an authority, and Nazanin got

in trouble,” Karen says. “She

was assigned to a disciplinary

program… [soon she was] on

her hands and knees cleaning 

floors with a toothbrush.  

It was humiliating.”
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Tom Cruise is
said to be on the
hunt for wife
number four.

AKSOUT

NEDTO
SWIFE!

ASSED! ASSED!

Although it’s never been confirmed, it
would appear Tom’s previous wives, Nicole

Kidman and Katie Holmes, both tried out for
the role. Tom was reportedly so impressed by Nic’s

performance in Dead Calm, he asked producers to
cast her in his upcoming film Days Of Thunder. They fell

in love on the set, and married in 1990. Meanwhile, Katie
was allegedly summoned to read for a non-existent part in
the Mission Impossible movie series – which, according to

the 2013 book Going Clear, was a ruse to recruit a potential 
wife. Tom’s representatives have denied the claim. 

You’ve got the part!



Miranda wouldn’t
let anything ruin
her perfect day!

F
lowers, jewels, a white

gown… and metal

detectors. It might not be

the most traditional check

list for a bride on her big day, but

then again, Miranda Kerr’s intimate

wedding to Evan Spiegel was

never going to be conventional!

The Australian model tied the
knot with her Snapchat founder
fiance last week in a romantic
but modern ceremony on the
grounds of their LA home, but

the day was not without drama.

When it came to planning their

secret ceremony, we’re told

Miranda, 34, and Evan, 27, spent

a huge amount of time – not to

mention money – ensuring a

meticulous security presence.

With circling helicopters and

body pat-downs for guests and

catering staff, it was very clear

safety was as much a priority for

the happy couple as romance

when it came time to say “I do.” 

Her mother Therese, father

John, brother Matthew and his

husband James all flew out

from Australia for the occasion.

Therese, Miranda’s grandfather

and her aunt all gave speeches

– with the latter earning a laugh

for advising Evan, “Remember,

the woman is always right.”

While speculation had been rife

that Miranda and her billionaire

partner would host an extravagant

wedding Down Under, insiders

say they opted to keep the

occasion close to home in order to

make it feel more personal.

“Evan and Miranda looked at

many different options for where

they wanted to have their wedding,

but their backyard was what felt

most intimate and perfect,” a

source says of the couple’s venue

choice. “They kept it small with
only those people that mean the
most to them.”

A marquee on the couple’s 

property was decked out

with farmhouse tables,

benches and chairs, and

adorned with large

arrangements of white

and pink roses.

And at the end of

the evening, romantic

Miranda serenaded

her new husband with

Shania Twain’s You’re 

Still The One.

There was good reason for such

an extreme level of caution, too.

Late last year, one of Miranda’s

security guards was stabbed as

he tussled with a man attempting

to break into the mum-of-one’s

Malibu property. The intruder

was subsequently shot by the

guard. Both men went to hospital 

but made a full recovery.

Miranda wasn’t home, but the

incident is said to have left her so

frightened she’s beefed up her

personal protection ever since.

And while she and Evan were

determined to make the day an

intimate occasion – inviting just

their closest family and friends –

we’re told she was adamant both

she and her guests felt safe, no

matter how extreme her security

measures may have seemed.

Thankfully, the gorgeous event

passed without a hitch and

Miranda’s six-year-old son Flynn

is said to have enjoyed the day as

much as the newlyweds! Looking

dapper in a three-piece suit, the

excited little boy had a wonderful

time running around the property

with a group of flower girls, at one

point “twirling and spinning as 

he ran down the driveway”,

according to an onlooker.

And the youngster wasn’t

forgotten in the speeches, with

one of Evan’s friends saying:

“Congratulations you three!” in
a nod to the family unit and a sure

sign Evan is committed to helping

Miranda raise her young son.

Flynn’s dad Orlando Bloom,

Miranda’s first husband, was not

included on the guest list, which

featured fewer than 50 people. 

CELEBRITYNEWS

Itwas a secu
The d

‘They kept it small
with only those

people that mean
the most to them’

Flynn
looked
gorgeous
in his
suit!
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Aerial
view

Mid-air
security

Guards
on alert

Pre-wedding
pat-down
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rity nightmare!
-

Miranda’s ex Orlando Bloom, 40,
appears to be scouting for a
second wife. Last week he was
spotted on the beach with this
Katy Perry lookalike, after
revealing he’s ready to settle
down. “I need a wife,” he told
an interviewer. “Can you
get me a wife? I want a wife
– that’s what I’m looking for.” 

Meanwhile, Orlando is
looking for AWIFE!

Miranda and
Evan were
surrounded by
their nearest
and dearest…
and a team of
bodyguards.



Stumbling

date night

Sexy 
TV show

ks

ago after their seven-year-old

daughter Lou was pictured going

out to dinner in a pair of stilettos. 

Now it seems that formerly amicable 

exes Seal and Heidi Klum may have 

turned against each other, with The  

Voice Australia coach rumoured to be 

annoyed at Heidi for setting a bad 

example for their four children – Lou, 

Leni, 13, Henry, 11, and Johan, 10. 

It’s believed Seal’s reeling over his 

ex-wife’s saucy new photo book, Heidi 

Klum By Rankin – which sees the model, 

43, posing for a number of nude shots. 

Heidi has previously admitted she sees 

no problem with stripping off and, in

November, confessed to a “nudist”

upbringing. To add fuel to the fire,

Germany’s Next Topmodel host Heidi  

didn’t hold back at the recent finale, 

sneaking into the audience dressed in  

a risque bodysuit to enjoy a passionate 

kiss with her 30-year-old art dealer 

toyboy Vito Schnabel. 

Her behaviour days later isn’t likely  

to have appeased 54-year-old Seal, 

either. She was snapped leaving a 

London restaurant looking a little  

worse for wear, with Vito appearing  

to prop her up as she tried to steady 

herself on her feet.

f k bl i h i i ff d i

example for our kids!

Seal slamsHeidi

Nude
book 
launch

Germany’s Next
Topmodel host Heidi  
leaves little to the 
imagination in this 
risque bodysuit. 

Ex-husband Seal
is rumoured to 
be unimpressed
with Heidi’s 
recent exploits.
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Thi t star stories

CELEBRITYNEWS
Heidi looks  
a little worse 
for wear after 
her recent 
dinner date 
with toyboy 
lover Vito. 

The model bares 
all in celebrity 
photographer 
Rankin’s latest 
coffee table book.



TWO DECADES!

Ben & Christine shock split

A
fter 18 years together, Ben Stiller

and Christine Taylor’s marriage

has sadly ended. The couple, who

share daughter Ella, 15, and son Quinlin,

11, stunned Hollywood last week by

announcing their separation. Ben, 51, and

Christine, 45 – who co-starred in films

such as The Wedding Singer, Zoolander

and DodgeBall – gave no reason for the

split. Ben previously credited their

lasting marriage to laughing together.

“We all have to deal with what life

throws at us, so you got to have

a sense of humour about it,” he

said last year. “If you can

share that... It makes a

huge difference.”

trouble...
AGAIN!

Tiger’s
DUI drama

C
ontroversial golf legend

Tiger Woods hit headlines

again last week when

he was arrested on suspicion

of driving under the influence,

after being found asleep at the

wheel on the side of the road.

No alcohol was found in his

system and he blamed it on

“an unexpected reaction to

prescribed medications”.

In 2009, two days after it

was revealed Tiger, 41, had

cheated on his then-wife Elin

Nordegren, he crashed his car

into a fire hydrant, a tree and

several hedges. A month later

he admitted his infidelities

and entered a 45-day therapy

program for sex addiction.
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I
t was only weeks ago that Alene

Khatcherian and Simon McQuillan sat 

down with Woman’s Day and spoke of 

their dream to have twins – even picking 

out their baby names. But to the dismay of 

fans, the Married At First Sight favourites 

revealed last week they’ve split. 

“It was a difficult decision but we have 

decided to part ways,” the pair said in the 

joint statement. “We remain the greatest 

of friends and we will continue to be part 

of each other’s lives.” While everyone’s 

hoping they’ll reconsider, a source says it’s 

unlikely, with Simon making the decision

to call it quits. “Alene was blindsided 

when he instigated the breakup,” tells 

 a fellow “bride” on the show. “She’s 

heartbroken and devastated.” 

Friends believe it might’ve been the 

distance that did it, with Simon, 39, living  

in Queensland and Alene, 31, in Sydney. 

And Simon, who had a sexy makeover  

on the show, hasn’t wasted any time 

moving on. The farmer is on dating app 

Tinder, and is getting plenty of female 

attention on Facebook.

Simon has
wasted no time 
in moving on 
after the split.

The honeymoon
is over for Simon
and Alene.

SIMONDUMPEDME...
and he’s already on Tinder!

Alene’s heartbreak

Simon , 39

WD 33

The pair met 
in 1999 while 
filming a TV 
pilot called 
Heat Vision 
And Jack.
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S
he recently admitted

she’s starting to feel

clucky. Now Aussie

model Jennifer Hawkins’

dream of having a family

may be about to become

a reality!

All eyes were on the

stunning blonde, 33 –

known for her incredibly

flat stomach and rock-

hard abs – when she made

several attempts to

conceal what appeared

to be the beginnings of

a baby bump at a photocall

in Sydney’s CBD last week.

On starting a family

with her husband of four

years Jake Hall, 34, Jen

has always insisted

she’d like kids, but has

remained coy as far as the

timing is concerned. “I’m

such a family person, so

hopefully I will have

children one day – but

there’s no time frame.”

to tell us!?

Jen’s babybombshell

Go
CELEBRITYNEWS

Jen cradled 
her tummy 
with her 
hands.

Bumping  
along nicely?
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Andrew was 
acting strangely 
on air – up to his 
old tricks?

The family 
man is said 
to be a bit of 
a party boy.

Andrew’s 
behaviour had 
Angela on edge.

BIZARRETVANTICS
PartyboyAndrewO’Keefe

A
ndrew O’Keefe’s bizarre 

behaviour has become a talking 

point once more with the 

Weekend Sunrise host appearing to slur 

his words during coverage of Schapelle 

Corby’s homecoming last weekend. 

The 45-year-old TV personality 

seemed tired and at times confused 

when commenting on footage of 

Schapelle’s return. Even his co-anchor 

Angela Cox seemed unsettled by his 

behaviour, saying, “Andrew is confusing 

me”. Later, he was caught checking his 

mobile phone during a live segment. 

Andrew’s unusual behaviour comes 

after a source told Woman’s Day that 

the renowned party boy regularly lets 

his hair down with a younger crowd 

while he’s in Melbourne, where he 

lives mid-week. 

In fact, his city pad is just a short 

distance from Revolver, the nightclub 

he was famously filmed stumbling 

around in front of, seemingly very 

intoxicated, in 2009. At the time  

the married father-of-three was 

pictured lying in a Chapel Street 

gutter with a blonde woman, who 

repeatedly tried to help him to his 

feet. He later apologised for his boozy 

night out, saying he “never set out to 

deliberately offend anyone”.



T
he rift between Naomi

Watts and Liev Schreiber 

has reached a new low. 

While the pair have 

insisted they are still friends 

after their split in September, 

Liev was recently spotted at his 

ex-partner’s home dropping 

things off for their kids – Sasha, 

nine, and Samuel, eight – and 

Naomi refused to open the 

door to him, forcing him to 

leave the bags on her doorstep. 

Not even his phone calls would 

change her mind 

As Woman’s Day has reported, 

Liev, 49, is now dating interior 

designer Morgan Brown, despite

agreeing with Naomi, 48, they 

wouldn’t date anyone openly for 

a year after their split. The new 

couple were pictured on a date 

in New York, leaving Naomi 

crushed. “She is so upset 

because he’s gone back on his 

word and she feels betrayed 

and humiliated,” a friend says. 

“We’re parents together  

so we’ll be together for the  

rest of our lives no matter what 

and, um, we’re very close,”  

Liev said last year. “Hopefully, 

that never changes and I don’t 

think it will.” 
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A
fter playing Olivia Benson on

Law And Order: Special Victims 

Unit for 18 years, Mariska 

Hargitay’s face is very well-known. So 

when she appeared at an event looking 

noticeably different, it gave rise to 

speculation she’s had cosmetic surgery. 

Katherine Millar-Shannon, cosmetic 

nurse and owner of Duquessa clinics, 

believes Mariska, 53, has had some 

subtle work done. “It seems she’s had 

Botox injected in her top lip so her 

gums aren’t as noticeable, and her nose

lines appear to have been treated with

Botox to make them less visible. Also,

her cheeks may have been filled with

dermal fillers for a fuller appearance.”

In recent years, Mariska admits she’s

relaxed her stance on cosmetic work.

“Now that I’m older I think women 

should do whatever they want to  

make themselves feel good,” she said.

“I still think the natural look is the 

most beautiful. But if you want to do

something to help you look more 

refreshed, I’m all for it.”
THEN...

...NOW!

f l i Oli i B li h b d i hf l l l h b d h

Law&neworderK YLESNI
of the rich & famous

Mariska was 
anti-surgery 
for a long 
time.

But she’s recently 
said she thinks 
women should do 
whatever makes 
them feel good.

The actor 
looked 
annoyed as got 
into his car.

Liev has said he 
and Naomi will 
always remain 
close for the sake 
of their boys  
Sasha and Samuel.

Despite 

ringing  

the bell 

repeatedly, 

he got no 

response.

Liev had  
to drop the 
bags on the 
doorstep.   

We can only 
imagine the 
message he 
sent Naomi!

Naomi&Lievatwar
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Supermum faces illness head-on
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I
t’s visiting hours at a Toowoomba

hospital. Down one corridor,

there’s no trouble finding the

room that belongs to the mum

of Australia’s biggest family –

there’s a very long queue of little

people clutching balloons,

handmade cards and flowers from

the garden, all waiting patiently to

tell Mum about their day.

Following major surgery, Jeni

Bonell still manages to put on a

brave face, hugging one by one

her precious brood of 16 – all the

while holding the hand of her

beloved husband Ray.

“It takes a lot to knock me
down – I’m the girl who thrives
and prides myself on getting
right back up again,” she says.

“But when the doctors sat me

down and said there was

something wrong, I was

unprepared for the shock and

was very upset.

“I was numb, but I thought,

‘ ld b h s – if I don’t,

washing

read the

es?’” Jeni,

y tells

’s Day in

xclusive

rview.

t was

simple

check-up

on a

nagging

cough that

led to Jeni

– mum to

Jesse, 27,

Brooke, 26,

Claire, 24,

Natalie, 21,

‘Hundreds of
beautiful inspiring
messages came
floodingmyway’

‘Hold on, I can beat this

who’s going to do the w

and cooking and

bedtime stori

48, bravely
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Newly diagnosed with rare thyroid

cancer, mum-of-16 Jeni Bonell refuses to

let it stop her doing what she does best

– caring for her kids writes LIZZIEWILSON

Karl, 20, Samuel, 19, Cameron, 17,

Sabrina, 16, Timothy, 15,

Brandon, 12, Eve, 11, Nate, 10,

Rachel, eight, Eric, seven, Damian,

six, and Katelyn, two – undergoing

a range of tests and scans.

“After the birth of our youngest,

Katelyn, in 2014 – the only one of

16 that saw me have a caesarean

section after I was raced to

emergency with complications

– I developed this niggle in the

neck,” Jeni explains.

“Ray and the kids just thought

Mum had a bit of a cold and

so we investigated it further,

eventually being referred to

a specialist.

“The scans picked up on an

irregularity and the doctor

ordered a biopsy. Those results

indicated some problems that

would need to be surgically

removed. We were lucky to find

it early.”

Jeni

underwent an

operation

to remove her

thyroid two

weeks ago.

“It was

a surreal moment – a movie reel

of precious family memories

flooded my head – and I thought

this can’t be me,” she says.

“I knew our strong Christian

faith and the infinite truckloads

of love from the family would

carry me. I said, ‘OK, tell me what

I have to do and I’m in.’ I’ve been 

buoyed by the amount of love and 

support we’ve received from our 

community and friends and 

family. I posted a message to our 
Facebook supporters to please 

keep us in prayer 
as we walk this 
journey together 
as a family. 

“Hundreds of 

beautiful inspiring 

messages came 

flooding my way – it 

was overwhelming. I had a little 

cry reading over some of the most 

beautiful letters. To know there’s 

so much love in this world is 

heartwarming,” she says. 

“I went into surgery with the 

hundreds of prayers with me.” 

Now Jeni’s taking some rest and 

WOMAN S
DAY

Only
in

With the support of
her husband Ray, Jeni
is determined to beat
her thyroid cancer.

‘I HAVE 16 
BEAUTIFUL 

REASONS TO 
WIN THIS FIGHT’
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Jeni surrounded 
by her 16 children, 
who range in age 
from 27 to two.

recovery time with her  

family and trusts her doctor  

will let her know of any future 

monitoring needed. 

“The doctors and nurses and 

medical staff are an amazingly 

selfless and dedicated group,”  

Jeni says. ‘Without them this 

journey would have been so 

much more difficult.” 

She adds that the nurses on 
the ward are amazed at how she 
runs such an organised home 
with such a large family. 

“The nurses asked me so  

many questions, like how many 

loaves of bread do you go 

through, or litres of milk. How do 

you get around with so many? 

“They laughed when I said we 

have an old bus – and trust me,  

it’s military precision!

“When the kids and Ray came 

to visit, I grilled them about the 

state of play at home. I thought,  

‘Am I going to walk through  

that door and actually not be  

able to make it to the kitchen  

for all the dirty laundry?’ But as 

always, Ray and the kids ran a 

tight ship and all was taken care 

of while the ‘captain’ was away!”

As Jeni walks through this, 

she’s determined to remain 

positive and look to the future. 

“I’ll always see things half 

full. Sixteen little lives and my 

hubby Ray need me, so I’m not

going to ever give up. 

“I keep saying to them, 

‘You’re stuck with me and  

I’ll be around for a long  

time yet – now clean up  

your bedrooms please!’ ”

Family
flashback!

We took this pic  
in 2014 when  
Katelyn was a bub!
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Their daughter and

granddaughter went 

missing but 10 years 

on, this couple still 

have no answers

Chantelle, cult 
leader Simon, 
their daughter 
Leela, and friend 
Antonio.

T
he note stuck to the door of 

the farmhouse in Nannup, 

WA, simply said “Gone to 

Brazil”. Inside the home the 

fridge was full, but the four people 

who lived there had vanished. 

Ten years on, they still haven’t 

been seen. 

Chantelle McDougall, then 27, 

and her daughter Leela, six, lived 

at the farmhouse with Chantelle’s 

partner and Leela’s dad Simon 

Kadwill. Their friend Antonio Popic 

lived in a caravan on the property. 

Then one day in July 2007 they all 

disappeared without a trace.

Chantelle’s parents, Jim and 

Catherine, now hope a coroner’s 

inquest later this year will help 

solve the baffling disappearance 

that’s left them heartbroken and 

desperate for answers. 

“It’s our last avenue,” says Jim, 67. 

“It’s not a crime to disappear but 

we just want to know they’re safe.”

Chantelle grew up in Melbourne 

until age nine, when her family, 

including her older siblings Adam 

and Colleen, moved to Kiewa, four 

hours north-east of the capital. 

At the end of Year 12, she 

applied to do a drama course in 

Melbourne. When she didn’t get 

in, she moved back there anyway. 

She lived with her grandfather 

and became a swimming teacher.

It was around that time Chantelle  

met Simon, almost 20 years her 

senior, at an ashram. Born Gary 

Feltham, he’d moved to Australia 

from Britain and set up an online 

doomsday cult predicting the 

imminent end of the world. He 

had a partner and a young son, 

and soon Chantelle became their 

babysitter. However at some point 

during the next few years, she and

Simon became 

romantically 

involved. 

“We were 
concerned about 
her relationship 
with Simon. She 

said he wanted to be a cult leader

and that he was going to write 

books to ‘save’ people,” says 

Catherine. “We certainly had a 

bad feeling about him.”

Chantelle and Simon travelled to 

the UK together, and just months 

after they got back – deciding to 

settle in Perth – Chantelle told 

her parents she was pregnant. 

When Leela was six weeks old, 

Catherine flew to Perth for a few 

weeks to help her daughter. She 

and Jim met Simon for the first 

time, too. “I had a lot of concerns 

about him,” says Jim. “The house 

was falling down, but Chantelle 

wouldn’t let me fix it because 

Simon slept all day. He also said 

he didn’t want me to talk to Leela 
because I’d ‘corrupt her’, and he 

wouldn’t let me 
take his photo.”

Nevertheless, 

Chantelle kept in 

touch with her 

parents. “She 

called at least once 

a week,” says her mum. “She’d 

ring for advice on how to fix her 

car or how to fix the bathroom. And 

she’d always ring on Christmas 

Day and speak to the whole 

family. That day is hard now.”

Catherine last saw Chantelle 

and Leela on May 28, 2007. Two 

weeks before she disappeared, 

Chantelle phoned to say they 

were going to live in Brazil and that 

Simon had travelled ahead and she 

and Leela would join him soon.

Jim last spoke to her on July 14, 

2007. “We told her to contact us 

when she arrived in Brazil, so 

we’d know she was OK. Then she 

said, ‘I love you.’ And that was it.”

When a few weeks had passed 

with no word from their daughter, 

Jim contacted the Australian 

Embassy in Brazil. But there was no 

record of the family having arrived. 

There are also no records of 

them ever leaving Australia and 

their bank accounts have not been 

touched since they disappeared. 

Police have revealed that on July 

13, Chantelle, Leela, Simon and 

Antonio travelled the 40 minutes 

to Busselton and sold Chantelle’s 

car for $4000. That was the last 

confirmed sighting of the group, 

although either Simon or Antonio 

used Antonio’s identification to 

stay at a Perth hostel two days 

later, before catching a train to 

Kalgoorlie the next morning. 

Since then, it has just been false 

leads and false hope for Catherine 

and Jim. Around the time Chantelle 

and Leela were supposed to have 

‘Then she
said, “I love

you.” And that
was it’

A DOOMSDAY CU
STOLE OUR GIRLS

REAL LIFE
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arrived in Brazil, a domestic flight

crashed killing all 192 people on

board, but the pair weren’t on it.

Last year, stories appeared about

an English-speaking girl living on

the streets of Rome who looked

like Leela. But it was not her.

In 2012, the McDougalls

endured weeks of turmoil when

human remains and clothing

were uncovered in Nannup.

“Those times are hard,” says

Catherine quietly.

“It took about six weeks to get
DNA from the remains and then
we were told it didn’t relate to our
case. But you feel sick wondering.
And when a child’s body was

found in a suitcase by the roadside

a few years ago, I found myself

looking at the clothes in the case

to see if I recognised them.

“I think about Chantelle and

Leela every day, and I believe

they’re living in a commune

somewhere in Australia – it’s a big

country,” Catherine says.

“Without closure, time doesn’t

heal,” Jim adds. “But we live in

hope that Chantelle and Leela

will come back.”

If you have any information, call
Crime Stoppers on 1800 333 000.

What Leela may look like today

Chantelle’s 
parents (left)  
miss their girls  
so much.

Australian Federal
Police have released
this digitally aged
image (R) of Leela.
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REALLIFE

O
ne morning nine years

ago, Darlene McLeod

walked downstairs to

say good morning to

her family and suddenly collapsed

on the kitchen floor.

“Mum, you’re so silly,” she

vaguely remembers hearing her

then nine-year-old daughter Sarah

say as she lost consciousness.

But it wasn’t a practical joke.

As Darlene drifted in and out of

consciousness, unable to speak

or move her right side, her

husband instinctively knew she

was having a stroke and called

for help. In a matter of hours, the

fit and healthy 44-year-old was

deteriorating on the operating

table of Royal Adelaide Hospital.

“The doctors found a hole in
my heart and said that was the
reason for the stroke,” Darlene
says. “If I didn’t have that, the

clot would have dissipated in

my lungs, but instead it raced up 

into my brain.

“They tried traditional

treatment methods to dissolve it,

but it was too large and nothing

was working,” Darlene recalls.

Warned she might not make it 

through the night, Darlene’s

husband, John, now 66, and

three children, Ryan, Benjamin

and Sarah, sat by her bed, held

her hand and sadly said goodbye

to the mother they hadn’t even

known was sick.

Just when they’d lost all hope,

one of the doctors suggested

endovascular clot retrieval

treatment – an experimental

procedure to mechanically

remove the clot – an operation

that was still in its trial stages. 

e a e mum a ene was us 44 w en

she suffered a stroke out of the blue 

STROKE VICTIM TELLS

Doctors told my 

“The procedure was extremely

new and doctors were not yet

able to tell if it was going to do

more harm than good,” she says.

“They told my husband it was
risky and could make things
worse, bring on another stroke,
or even kill me,” Darlene says.

“He was petrified, but when the

doctor said he would go ahead

with the treatment if his wife was

dying, my husband put his faith

in his hands. I can’t imagine how

hard that must have been for him.”

Fortunately, the operation was

a success but the road to recovery

was long, with Darlene spending

two weeks in hospital and six

months in rehabilitation.

Now 52 and fit as a fiddle,

Darlene focuses on the positives, 

cherishing every minute she

spends with her family and

friends. And in the hope of

inspiring and guiding others, 

she’s now completing a

counselling course.

“In the last seven years
I’ve learnt that life is fragile,

but so very beautiful. I am

so fortunate to be here, and

I want to inspire and show 

people who are in

similar situations

things can get

better and there’s

a light at the end

of the tunnel,” 

she says.

The Stroke
Foundation
and Priceline
Pharmacies
are offering
stroke risk
checks in store
until June 16.

‘The procedure
was new… they

told my husband
it was risky’

Darlene might not
be here now if
John hadn’t given
the go-ahead for
the last-resort
new treatment.

Darlene treasures
every moment
with her husband
John, and kids
Ryan (L), now 21,
Benjamin, 19,
and Sarah, 18.

WHAT YOU
SHOULD KNOW

1
Stroke is one of Australia’s

biggest killers and a leading

cause of disability.

2
Stroke kills more women than
breast cancer and more men

than prostate cancer.

3
In 2017 there will be more than

55,000 new and recurrent strokes

– that is 1000 strokes every week or 

one stroke every 10 minutes.

4
More than 80 per cent of
strokes can be prevented.

5
The FAST test is an easy way

to recognise and remember

the signs of stroke.

FACE Check their face. Is
their mouth drooping?
ARMS Can they lift
both arms?
SPEECH Is their speech 
slurred? Do they
understand you?
TIME Time is critical. If

you see any of these signs, 
call 000 straight away.

their goodbyes
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TORTELLINIWITHCREAMYBACONSAUCE
SERVES 4 PREP 25 MINS COOK 10 MINS PER SERVE 3645kJ COST $$

Classic

✦ 24 gow geewrappers

✦ 500g Italian sausages, meat

removed from casings

✦ 60g baby spinach leaves

✦ 1 tbsp thyme leaves

✦ finely grated parmesan, to serve

CREAMYBACONSAUCE

✦ 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil

✦ 4 rashers rindless bacon, finely

chopped

✦ 1 onion, finely chopped

✦ 2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦ 1 tbsp plain flour

✦ 300ml tub thickened cream

1 Working in 6 batches, lay out gow

gee wrappers on a clean, dry surface.

Spoon heaped tsps sausage meat

into centre of each wrapper. Brush

edges with a little water. Fold,

pressing into a semicircle and sealing

edges. Then bring ends together,

pressing to seal. Repeat with

remaining wrappers and sausage

meat, to make tortellini.

2 Bring a large saucepan of salted

water to boil. In 2 batches, lower

tortellini into water and stir once.

Simmer 4-5 mins until cooked

through. Drain and keep warm.

3 CREAMYBACONSAUCE

Meanwhile, in a frying pan, heat oil

on high. Saute bacon and onion 3-4

mins until onion is tender. Add garlic

cook 30 seconds. Stir in flour, cook

1 min. Remove from heat. Gradually

whisk in cream until smooth. Return

to heat and cook, stirring, until sauce

boils and thickens. Simmer 3 mins.

4 Toss cooked tortellini, spinach

and thyme through hot sauce. 

Season to taste. Serve with finely 

grated parmesan.

Rich and 
creamy, these 
white sauce 
based dishes 

are a real 
winter treat

FOODTOLOVE

TIP This cream-based 

white sauce gives a 

richer flavour an
d 

clings to the pasta.
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✦  600g kumara, peeled, thinly 

sliced

✦  2 eggplants, 1cm slices 

lengthways

✦  2 zucchini, 1cm slices 

lengthways

✦  ⅓ cup extra-virgin olive oil

✦  1 onion, finely sliced

✦  1 red capsicum, seeded, sliced

✦  2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦  400g can diced tomatoes

✦  2 tsp cinnamon

✦  2 tsp ground allspice

✦  1 tsp dried oregano

✦  1 tsp dried thyme

✦  Greek-style salad, to serve

WHITE SAUCE

✦  60g butter, chopped

✦  ¼ cup plain flour

✦  3 cups milk

✦  1 cup Greek-style yoghurt

✦  1 cup grated tasty cheese

✦  1 tsp ground nutmeg

1 Preheat oven to hot, 200°C. 

Lightly oil two oven trays and  

a large shallow baking dish.

2 Arrange kumara, eggplant and 

zucchini on trays. Brush with oil 

and season. Bake 15-20 mins.

3 In a large saucepan, heat 

remaining oil on medium. Saute 

onion, capsicum and garlic 4-5 mins 

until lightly golden. Add tomatoes, 

spices and herbs. Simmer 15-20 

mins until thickened.

4 WHITE SAUCE Meanwhile,  

make white sauce – see “How  

to make a basic white sauce”  

below. Simmer 3 mins. Remove 

from heat. Stir in yoghurt, cheese 

and nutmeg. Season to taste.

5 Arrange half kumara, eggplant 

and zucchini in dish. Pour over  

half tomato sauce mixture. Pour 

over half white sauce. Repeat layers 

with remaining vegetables and 

sauces, finishing with white sauce.

6 Bake 25-30 mins until bubbling 

and golden. Serve with salad.

VEGETABLE MOUSSAKA 
SERVES 8  PREP 30 MINS  COOK 1 HOUR 15 MINS  PER SERVE 1805kJ  COST $$$

TIP Half the cheese for the 
white sauce can be reserved 
and sprinkled over the top 
of the dish before baking.

43

r onmedium. Stir in flour and cook 1 min.

Remove from heat. Gradually whisk in milk until smooth.

Return to heat and cook, stirring, until sauce boils and thickens.

1

2

3

In a sma s u pan meltt ttt

How to make a basic white sauce



FOODTOLOVE

TIP White fish fillets
such as barramundi or
blue-eye cod are also
delicious this way.

INDIVIDUAL
FISH MORNAY
SERVES 4 PREP 15 MINS

COOK 20 MINS PER SERVE 

3587kJ COST $$$  

✦ 4 x 150g skinless, boneless 

salmon fillets

✦ ½ cup panko crumbs

✦ 2 tbsp olive oil

✦ 1 bunch kale, leaves removed

✦ lemon wedges, to serve

FENNEL & CHILLI WHITE SAUCE

✦ 60g butter, chopped

✦ 1 onion, finely chopped

✦ 1 celery stalk, finely chopped

✦ 2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦ 2 tsp fennel seeds

✦ ½ tsp dried chilli flakes

✦ ¼ cup plain flour

✦ 3 cups milk

✦ 1 cup grated gruyere

✦ 1 tbsp Dijon mustard

1 Preheat oven to moderate, 180°C.

Line an oven tray with baking paper.

2 Arrange salmon fillets on tray,

sprinkle with crumbs and drizzle with

half oil. Bake 8-10 mins.

3 FENNEL & CHILLI WHITE SAUCE
In a saucepan, melt butter on medium.

Add onion and celery and saute 3-4

mins. Add garlic, fennel and chilli and

cook 30 seconds. Stir in flour and cook

1 min. Remove from heat. Gradually

whisk in milk until smooth. Return to

heat and cook, stirring, until sauce

boils and thickens. Simmer 3 mins.

Stir cheese and mustard through.

4 In a frying pan, heat remaining oil

on high. Saute kale 1-2 mins. Season.

5 Drizzle salmon fillets with fennel &

chilli white sauce. Accompany with

sauteed kale and lemon wedges.
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✦ 60g butter, chopped

✦ 2 leeks, washed,

thinly sliced

✦ 4 rindless bacon

rashers, finely

chopped

✦ 2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦ 2 tbsp plain flour

✦ 4 cups fish stock

✦ 1 cup water

✦ 2 potatoes, peeled, 

1cm cubes

✦ 1 fresh bay leaf

✦ 1kg green prawns,

peeled, deveined,  

tails on

✦ 250g skinless,

boneless salmon

fillets, 2cm pieces

✦ 300ml tub

thickened cream

✦ finely chopped dill,

crusty bread, to serve

1 In a large saucepan, melt

butter on medium. Saute

leek, bacon and garlic 3-4

mins until softened. Add

flour and cook 30 seconds,

stirring. Remove from heat.

2 Gradually pour in stock

and water, stirring until

combined. Add potato and

bay leaf. Return to heat

and bring to the boil on

high. Reduce heat to low

and simmer 5 mins until

potato is just tender.

3 Add seafood and

bring to the boil. Simmer

4-5 mins until cooked

through. Remove bay

leaf. Stir cream through. 

Season to taste.

4 Simmer 1-2 mins.

Serve sprinkled with

dill and accompanied  

with crusty bread.

✦ 60g butter, chopped

✦ ⅓ cup plain flour

✦ 2 cups milk

✦ 1 cup grated tasty

cheese

✦ 4 eggs, whisked

✦ 2 chorizo sausages, 

chopped

✦ 1 onion, finely

chopped

✦ 2 tsp smoked

paprika

✦ 1 cup drained

marinated antipasto

vegetables

✦ 100g firm feta,

cubed

✦ ¼ cup chopped

parsley, plus extra

to serve

✦ 1 bunch asparagus,

halved lengthways 

if thick

✦ radicchio and

endive salad,  

to serve

1 Preheat oven to

moderate, 180°C. Lightly

grease a 27cm pie dish.

2 In a saucepan, melt

half butter on medium.

Stir in flour and cook

1 min. Remove from

heat. Gradually whisk

in milk until smooth.

Return to heat and cook,

stirring, until sauce boils 

and thickens. Cool

slightly. Stir cheese and

eggs through. Season  

to taste.

3 In a large frying pan,

melt remaining butter

on high. Saute chorizo

and onion 3-4 mins.

Add paprika and cook

30 seconds. Stir

antipasto mix, feta and

parsley through. Fold

through white sauce.

4 Pour mixture

into dish. Top with

asparagus. Bake

35-40 mins until golden

and middle is set.

5 Serve topped with

extra chopped parsley 

and radicchio and 

endive salad.

CREAMY SEAFOOD SOUP
SERVES 4 PREP 20 MINS COOK 20 MINS  
PER SERVE 3476kJ COST $$$$

CRUSTLESS QUICHE
SERVES 4 PREP 25 MINS COOK 50 MINS  

PER SERVE 3391kJ COST $$

TIP If liked, add the
finely grated zest of a
lemon and a squeeze

of juice before serving.
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✦ 600g pork medallions, flattened 

slightly

✦ ½ cup seasoned flour

✦ 2 eggs, whisked

✦ 2 cups panko crumbs

✦ ½ cup finely grated parmesan

✦ 1 tbsp chopped chives

✦ 2 tsp thyme leaves

✦ oil, for shallow-frying

✦ 1 zucchini, peeled into ribbons

✦ ⅓ cup pine nuts, toasted

✦ mashed potato, to serve

MUSHROOM, SAGE & WINE SAUCE

✦ 60g butter, chopped

✦ 400g Swiss brown mushrooms, 

sliced

✦ 2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦ ¼ cup sherry

✦ 1 tbsp plain flour

✦ 300ml tub thickened cream

✦ ¼ cup sage, plus extra fried

1 Dust pork in flour, shaking off excess.

Dip into egg, then press into combined

crumbs, parmesan, chives and thyme to

coat. Place on a tray. Chill 10 mins.

2 MUSHROOM, SAGE & WINE SAUCE

Meanwhile, In a large frying pan, melt

butter on high. Saute mushrooms and

garlic 4-5 mins until golden. Pour in sherry,

cook 1 min. Stir in flour, cook 1 min. Remove

from heat. Gradually whisk in cream and

sage until smooth. Return to heat and

cook, stirring, until sauce boils and

thickens slightly. Simmer 3 mins. Season.

3 In a large frying pan, heat oil on high.

Cook schnitzels in 2 batches, 3-4 mins

each, until golden and cooked through.

Drain on paper towel. Keep warm.

4 Toss zucchini and pine nuts through

sauce. Serve schnitzels with mash and

drizzled with mushroom, sage & wine 

sauce. Scatter with fried sage.

CREAMY MARINARA PIE 
SERVES 4 PREP 20 MINS
COOK 40 MINS PER SERVE 3142kJ  

COST $$$

✦ 60g butter, chopped

✦ 1 leek, trimmed, sliced

✦ 1 baby fennel bulb, trimmed, sliced

✦ 2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦ ¼ cup plain flour

✦ 1 cup milk

✦ 1 cup chicken stock

✦ 1 tbsp Dijon mustard

✦ 750g seafood marinara mix

✦ 1 tbsp chopped dill, plus sprigs to serve

✦ 1 tsp finely grated lemon zest

✦ steamed broccolini, halved lemons, to serve

TOPPING

✦ 2 x 475g tubs mashed potatoes

✦ ½ cup cream

✦ ½ cup grated cheddar

1 Preheat oven to moderate, 180°C. Lightly grease a 3-litre

baking dish.

2 In a large deep frying pan, melt butter on medium. Saute

leek and fennel 3-4 mins. Add garlic and cook 30 seconds.

Stir in flour and cook 1 min. Remove from heat. Gradually

whisk in milk, stock and Dijon until smooth. Return to

heat and cook, stirring, until sauce boils and thickens.

3 Stir marinara mix, dill and zest through. Season to taste.

Transfer mixture to baking dish.

4 TOPPING Heat the mash following packet instructions.

Transfer to a large bowl with cream. Mix well. Spread over

marinara mixture. Sprinkle with cheese.

5 Bake 25-30 mins until bubbling and golden. Serve with 

broccolini, lemon and extra dill sprigs.

HERBY PORK SCHNITZELS WITH
MUSHROOM, SAGE & WINE SAUCE
SERVES 4-6 PREP 15 MINS + CHILLING COOK 20 MINS PER SERVE 3254kJ COST $$

TIP Make your own

marinara mix by using salmon,

calamari, prawns, mussels or

other favouri
te seafood.

TIP Fry sage leavesfor a few seconds ina little hot oil. Drainon paper towel.

FOODTOLOVE

46 WD 
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TIP You coulduse chicken stockinstead of whitewine, if preferred.

CREAMY CHICKEN & VEGETABLE POT PIES
SERVES 4 PREP 20 MINS COOK 50 MINS PER SERVE 3553kJ COST $$$  

✦ 60g butter, chopped

✦ 1 onion, finely chopped

✦ 1 garlic clove, crushed

✦ 750g chicken thigh fillets, 

trimmed, chopped

✦ ½ cup dry white wine

✦ ¼ cup plain flour

✦ 1 cup milk

✦ ½ cup thickened cream

✦ 2 drained marinated artichoke 

hearts, chopped

✦ 1 cup frozen mixed vegetables

✦ 2 sheets frozen puff pastry, 

thawed

✦ 1 egg, whisked

✦ roasted baby carrots, to serve

1 Preheat oven to hot, 200°C.

Lightly grease 4 x 1½-cup ramekins

and arrange on an oven tray.

2 In a large frying pan, melt butter

on high. Saute onion and garlic  

3-4 mins until tender.

3 Add chicken and cook 4-5 mins

until lightly browned. Stir in wine,

bring to boil. Cook, stirring, 1-2 mins

until reduced by half. Add flour and

cook, stirring, 30 seconds.

4 Remove from heat and gradually

mix in milk and cream, whisking until

smooth. Return to heat. Cook, stirring,

until sauce boils and thickens. Simmer

3 mins. Stir artichoke and vegies 

through. Season to taste.

5 Divide chicken mixture evenly

between prepared ramekins.

6 Cut out 4 circles from pastry

a little larger than the rim of

ramekins. Place over each, pinching

edges to seal. Make two slits in

centre of pastry with a sharp knife

as air vents. Brush with a little egg.

7 Bake 25-30 mins until golden and

puffed. Serve with roasted carrots.



FOODTOLOVE

✦ 300g macaroni

✦ ½ cauliflower, cut into florets

✦ 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil

✦ 2 rindless bacon rashers,

finely chopped

✦ 1 cup fresh breadcrumbs

✦ 1 onion, finely chopped

✦ 2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦ 250g frozen spinach, thawed, 

excess moisture squeezed

✦ 1 cup grated tasty cheese

✦ 1 tbsp thyme leaves

✦ steamed beans, to serve

CHEESE SAUCE

✦ 60g butter, chopped

✦ ¼ cup plain flour

✦ 2 cups milk

✦ 300ml tub thickened cream

✦ 1 cup finely grated parmesan

✦ ¼ tsp ground nutmeg

1 Preheat oven to moderate, 180°C.

Lightly grease a 3-litre baking dish.

2 In a large saucepan of boiling,

salted water, cook macaroni

following packet instructions. Add

cauliflower final 3 mins. Drain.

3 Meanwhile, in a large deep frying

pan, heat half oil on high. Saute

bacon 2-3 mins until golden. Add

breadcrumbs and cook 2-3 mins,

stirring, until golden and toasted.

Remove from pan.

4 In frying pan, heat remaining

oil on medium. Saute onion and

garlic 4-5 mins until softened. Add

spinach and cook 1 min.

5 CHEESE SAUCE In a medium

saucepan, melt butter on high.  

Add flour and cook, stirring,

1 min. Remove from heat.

Gradually whisk in milk and cream.

Return to heat and cook, stirring, 

until mixture boils and

thickens. Simmer 3 mins. 

Stir in parmesan and

nutmeg. Season.

6 Toss drained macaroni,

spinach and sauce mixture

in dish. Sprinkle with tasty

cheese, then breadcrumb

mixture and thyme.

7 Bake 15-20 mins until

golden and bubbling. Serve

with steamed green beans.

CAULIFLOWER MAC & CHEESE BAKE
SERVES 6 PREP 20 MINS COOK 45 MINS PER SERVE 3259kJ COST $$$

TIP If using fresh baby spinachleaves, blanch in boiling water 1-2mins, drain and squeeze out anyexcess liquid before adding to onion.
48 WD 
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EVERYDAYFOOD

TIP
To save time, use a large ready-made sweet shortcrust tart shell or 1½ sheets frozen shortcrust pastry.

 THE WEEK

mara & 
SERVES 4 PREP 30 MINS + CHILLING

Yep, you read that right! The 

humble kumara is a ripper 

ingredient in desserts, too
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NG COOK 1½ HOURS

✦  2 cups plain flour 

✦  150g butter, chilled, chopped

✦  2 tsp caster sugar 

✦ 2 tbsp  iced water 

✦  600g kumara, peeled, 

chopped 

✦  3 eggs, lightly beaten 

✦  ¾ cup dark brown sugar 

✦  ½ cup thickened cream, plus 

extra whipped to serve

✦  ½ tsp each ground allspice, 

cinnamon, ginger 

✦  ½ tsp salt 

PRALINE

✦  ½ cup pecan halves, chopped

✦  1 cup caster sugar 

✦  ¼ cup water 

1 In a food processor, combine 

flour, butter and caster sugar. 

Pulse until mixture resembles 

breadcrumbs. With motor running, 

gradually add water until dough 

forms around blade. Shape into a 

disc and wrap in plastic. Chill 15 mins. 

2 Meanwhile, place kumara in a 

steamer basket over a saucepan of 

simmering water. Steam, covered, 

10-15 mins until tender. Cool. 

3 Preheat oven to moderate, 180°C. 

4 On a lightly floured surface, roll 

out pastry to a 5mm thick round. 

Ease into a 23cm pie plate to line, 

trimming edges. Chill 15 mins.

5 Blind bake pastry 15 mins. 

Remove paper and filling. Bake  

10 mins until lightly golden.

6 In a food processor or blender, 

puree kumara until smooth. Add 

eggs, brown sugar, cream, spices 

and salt. Process to combine. Pour 

into cool pastry case. Bake 30-35 

mins until filling just set in centre.

7 PRALINE Line an oven tray 

with baking paper. Spread nuts on 

tray. Combine sugar and water  

in a saucepan. Stir over low 

heat until sugar dissolves. 

Increase heat and bring to 

boil. Boil, without stirring, 

6-8 mins until golden. 

Pour over nuts on tray, 

tilting pan to spread 

thinly. Allow to set. 

Break roughly and 

pulse in a food processor 

until finely chopped. 

8 Pile extra whipped 

cream over pie. Sprinkle 

with praline to serve. 



FOODTOLOVE

✦ 535g packet scone mix

✦ ½ cup pasta sauce

✦ 1 cup grated mozzarella

✦ 500g Italian-style pork sausages, 
meat removed from casings

✦ 1 red capsicum, seeded, 

thinly sliced

1 Preheat oven to hot, 200°C. Lightly

grease a 34cm pizza tray.

2 Make scone dough following packet

instructions. Press evenly

onto prepared pan.

3 Spread sauce over dough. Sprinkle

with half cheese.

4 Roll sausage meat into walnut-sized

balls. Arrange over cheese and top with

capsicum. Scatter with remaining cheese.

5 Bake 15-20 mins until puffed and

golden. Scatter with small basil leaves

and serve with a mixed salad, if liked.

CHERMOULA CHICKEN THIGHS
SERVES 4 PREP 10 MINS + CHILLING  COOK 10 MINS  

PER SERVE 2185kJ COST $$$

✦ 1 bunch coriander, chopped, plus extra leaves to serve

✦ 2 garlic cloves, crushed

✦ 3 tsp ground cumin

✦ grated zest, juice 1 lemon

✦ 8 chicken thigh fillets, trimmed

1 In a small food processor, pulse coriander, garlic, cumin

and lemon zest and juice with a splash of oil until smooth.

Season to taste.

2 In a non-metallic bowl, combine chicken and coriander

mixture, turning to coat. Cover, chill at least 30 mins.

3 Preheat a greased barbecue or chargrill plate on high.

Cook chicken pieces 4-5 mins each side, until grill marks

appear and chicken is cooked through.

4 Serve chicken on a bed of couscous, scattered with

extra coriander leaves. Accompany with shredded cabbage

salad, if liked.

Fast, fresh and delicious

– whip up one of our

no-fuss meals tonight!

Ingredient 
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PAN PIZZA
SERVES 4  PREP 15 MINS  COOK 20 MINS  PER SERVE 3365kJ  COST $$

TIP If time permits,marinate chicken overnightfor maximum flavour.

TIP Use the scone mix to

quickly make a delicious, light,

deep dish pizza crust in one 

easy process..



LAMB, PEA & RICOTTA  
RISSOLES
SERVES 4 PREP 10 MINS + CHILLING  COOK 10 MINS  

PER SERVE 1540kJ COST $$$

✦ 750g minced lamb

✦ 200g fresh ricotta

✦ 1 cup frozen peas, thawed

✦ finely grated zest 1 lemon

✦ ¾ cup chopped mint leaves

1 In a large bowl, combine mince, ricotta, peas, lemon

zest and mint. Season to taste.

2 Line a tray with baking paper. Form mince mixture

into 8 even-sized, slightly flattened patties. Arrange on

tray. Chill 15 mins.

3 In a large oiled frying pan, cook rissoles on medium

4-5 mins each side until cooked through.

4 Serve rissoles straight away, accompanied by lemon  

wedges and a mixed salad (see tip).

PASTA PUTTANESCA
SERVES 4 PREP 10 MINS COOK 12 MINS  

PER SERVE 1970kJ  COST $$

✦ 375g casarecce pasta

✦ 2 garlic cloves, thinly sliced

✦ 750ml jar arrabbiata pasta sauce

✦ ½ cup pitted sicilian olives, sliced

✦ 2 tbsp baby capers

1 In a large saucepan of boiling salted water, cook pasta

following packet instructions. Drain well and return to pan.

2 Meanwhile in a large oiled frying pan, saute garlic on

medium 1 min. Stir in sauce, olives and capers. Bring to

boil on high. Reduce heat to medium and simmer 4-5 mins 

until slightly thickened.

3 Toss pasta through sauce and season to taste. Serve

with shaved parmesan, lemon wedges and mixed salad  

leaves, if liked.

PEA & HAM SOUP
SERVES 4 PREP 5 MINS COOK 2 HOURS 30 MINS  

PER SERVE 2172kJ COST $$

✦ 1 large onion, chopped

✦ 1 medium carrot, chopped

✦ 1.25kg ham hock

✦ 2L chicken stock (see tip)

✦ 500g green split peas

1 In a large oiled stockpot, saute onion and carrot on medium

3-4 mins until softened.

2 Add the ham hock, stock and split peas. Increase heat to

high and bring to boil.

3 Reduce heat to medium and simmer, covered, 2½ hours

(see tip). Remove the ham hock and set aside to cool. Using

a stick blender, process the soup until smooth.

4 Remove the skin, bone and fat from the hock. Shred the

meat from the hock and return to the soup. Season to taste. 

Serve soup with crusty bread and mint leaves, if liked.

TIP Add shreddedbarbecued chicken,prawns or canned  tuna, if liked.
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TIP We added a salad of

sliced iceberg lettuce, sliced

cucumber, sliced red onion

and quartered 
tomatoes. 

TIPS Try adding half stock
half water. Use a pressure
cooker to reduce cooking

time by two-thirds.



TIP You could alsoserve this toppedwith choppedCherry Ripe.

Lightly grease an 8-cup pudding

basin with lid. Line base with baking

paper. In a small bowl using an

electric mixer, beat 125g softened

butter, ½ cup caster sugar and 1 tsp

vanilla together until creamy. Add

2 eggs, one at a time, beating well 

after each. Lightly fold in 2 cups

sifted self-raising flour, ¾ cup milk,

1 cup frozen pitted cherries and

100g chopped black forest

chocolate. Spoon into basin. Cover

with baking paper and lid. Place

into a large saucepan. Fill with 

enough hot water to come halfway

up the sides. Simmer on low

1½ hours until cooked when tested

(add extra water when required).

CHOCOLATE SAUCE Meanwhile

in a small saucepan, stir 100g finely

chopped black forest chocolate, 

150ml cream, ½ cup frozen pitted

cherries and 2 tbsp cherry liqueur

on low until melted. Simmer

2-3 mins until thickened slightly.

Unmould pudding. Serve warm with

chocolate sauce and extra thawed

cherries, and dusted with icing sugar. 

BLACKFORESTPUDDING
SERVES 6 PREP 20 MINS COOK 1 HOUR 30 MINS

FOODTOLOVE

RETRO

54 WD 

You’ll love our modern spin on

these classic desserts that will

take you back to childhood

OLD
FAVE,
NEW
TWIST



TIP Add ¼ cup

chopped glace or

crystallise
d ginger.

STRAWBERRY & GINGER 
PUDDING
SERVES 6 PREP 20 MINS

COOK 1 HOUR 30 MINS

Lightly grease an 8-cup pudding basin

with lid. Line base with baking paper.

In a small saucepan, heat ¾ cup milk

and a 10cm piece of ginger on low until

simmering. Set aside for 10 minutes until

cool. Strain milk. In a small bowl using an

electric mixer, beat 125g softened butter, 

½ cup caster sugar and 1 tsp vanilla

together until creamy. Add 2 eggs, one  

at a time, beating well after each.

Lightly fold in combined 2 cups sifted

self-raising flour and ½ tsp ground

ginger, milk and 125g sliced strawberries 

(see tip). Spoon mixture into basin.

Cover with baking paper and lid. Place

into a large saucepan. Fill with enough 

hot water to come halfway up the

sides. Simmer on low for 1½ hours until

cooked when tested (add extra water 

when required).

GINGER-CARAMEL SAUCE

Meanwhile, in a small saucepan, heat

300ml cream, ½ cup brown sugar, 50g

butter and 1¼ tsp ground ginger on

medium. Simmer 3 mins until slightly

thickened. Top pudding with extra

sliced strawberries and serve with 

caramel sauce.

Preheat oven to

moderate, 180°C. Grease

an 8-cup ovenproof

casserole dish. Place in

a large baking dish. In

a frying pan, melt 50g

butter on high. Stir in

2 tbsp maple syrup. Add

3 peeled, cored and

sliced beurre bosc pears

and cook 3-4 mins until

just tender. Stir ½ cup 

chopped walnuts

through. In a small bowl

using an electric mixer,

beat 100g softened

butter, ⅔ cup maple

syrup and 1 tsp vanilla

until creamy. Add 2 eggs,

one at a time, beating 

well after each. Lightly

fold in 2 cups sifted

gluten-free self-raising

flour alternately with

¾ cup milk. Spoon into

dish. Ripple pear mixture 

through the surface.

Cover dish with baking

paper and foil. Pour in

enough hot water to

come halfway up sides

of dish. Cover the whole

pan with tight-fitting

foil. Bake 35-40 minutes 

until cooked when

tested. Serve topped

with extra raspberries,

micro mint, a dusting of

icing sugar and a drizzle 

of maple syrup.

GLUTEN-FREE PEAR, WALNUT 
& MAPLE PUDDING
SERVES 6 PREP 15 MINS COOK 45 MINS 

ngs
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GIN: IT’S ALL ABOUT THE

Malfy
Gin 700mL

citrus spicy

TheMelbourne
GinCompany
Dry Gin 700mL

fruity nutty

Produced in Victoria’s Yarra
Valley, this velvet-smooth gin
with 11 botanicals has the
creamy juniper and coriander
flavours favoured by traditional
British gins, but you’ll also

detect hints of
grapefruit and
macadamia.

Hendrick’s
Gin 700mL

floralfruity

An iconic British classic
that uses cucumber
and rose petals for a
soft, light flavour that’s
completely unexpected:
the gin to drink if you
don’t usually drink
gin. Try it in a martini

with a strip of
cucumber.

Bombay
Sapphire
London Dry
Gin 700mL

herbalspicy

Distilled in rural Hampshire,
this legendary ultra-smooth
gin with peppery notes
from cubeb berries and
a herbal backbone from
angelica is perfection in

a G&T.

Ink
Dry Gin 700mL

citrus floral

Made near Byron Bay by Husk
Distillers using 14 botanicals
including native lemon myrtle,
which contributes an aromatic
lemony accent. The deep blue
colour is naturally derived from
butterfly pea flower petals and
when mixed with tonic water, this
gin changes to a striking blush
pink shade.

Hailing from Italy, this gin with
a distinctive oak stopper is
infused with pepperberry,
coriander and angelica but the
hero ingredient is lemon peel
sourced from the coast of
Amalfi and Sicily. With its fresh
citrusy kick, it’s a good one
to try on the rocks or in a G&T.

With a wave of new gins hitting the shelves, now is the time to rethink your G&T.
Every gin has a different botanical make-up; it’s what gives them their individual flavour.

Nutmeg

Coriander

Cardamom
Angelica

Thyme
emongrassBasil

SageMintRosemary

Cinnamon

5 Spice
Star aniseCaraway
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iaCube
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At the
heart

of every
gin is the
juniper
berry.

& TONIC:
45mL gin to a glass
ce, top with tonic water

garnish.

Saturday,
10th June

WORLD
GIN DAY
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BOTANICAL
TASTE

PROFILES

COCKTAIL TIP: 
Serve Euro-style 

in an ice-fi lled stem 
glass with a strip of 

lemon peel. 

ADVERTIS ING FEATURE

Try the latest drink trend: botanical-infused gin.

Find us on

Personal Shoppers only. We reserve the right to limit sales to retail quantities. Excludes trade 
buyers and liquidation sales. Spirit bottles are 700mL unless otherwise stated. Dan Murphy’s 
supports the responsible service and consumption of alcohol. Alcohol and tobacco not sold to 
persons under 18 years. Some products are not available at the Dan Murphy’s Cellar store. 
*Conditions apply, call 1300 72 33 88, visit danmurphys.com.au or see a team member for 
details. Booking Number 369454AA

Dan Murphy’s 
supports the 
Responsible 
Service of Alcohol

Dan Murphy’s has the biggest range of gins at the lowest prices. 

botanicals
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his baked red curry with pork
and sambal meatballs is sure

nightcold

!
Go mad for

Edite
A House

byy A
(New

SERVES 6
Preheat oven to 180°C. Place 70g long grain rice in saucepan, cover
with 140ml water and bring to boil. Reduce heat to simmer and cook for
10-15 mins or until the water is absorbed and rice is tender. Leave to
steam for 10 mins, then remove and spread over a baking tray to cool. To
make meatballs, place 500g beef chuck, chopped, 500g pork fillets,
chopped, 25g grated ginger, 4 garlic cloves, 2 tbsp chilli sambal,
2 tbsp fish sauce and 2 tbsp light soy sauce into a food
processor and blend. Blend the meatball mixture until
it is a smooth paste with no chunks and transfer to
a large mixing bowl. Add the rice and combine
well. Place 70g plain flour on a large plate.
Scoop out a heaped tbsp of meat mixture
and form into a ball. Place meatball onto
the floured plate and roll until covered,
set aside on baking tray. Repeat with
remaining mixture. Heat 3 tbsp vegetable
oil in a deep frying pan over medium heat.
When hot, fry the meatballs in batches
until golden brown, leaving to drain on
paper towels. Place 2 tbsp red curry paste
in a dry frying pan over medium heat and
cook until fragrant. Add to a bowl with
4 sliced garlic cloves, 30g grated ginger,
3 sliced onions and 1 sliced long red chilli. Add
2 tbsp fish sauce, 2 tbsp light soy sauce, 800ml
coconut milk, 1 tbsp palm sugar and juice of 1 lime
and mix well. Place meatballs in a casserole dish and
pour coconut mixture over top. Cover and cook in the oven
for 1 hour. Add 40g chopped Thai basil and 1 bunch chopped choy
sum, stirring through. Cover and return to oven for further 30 mins.

erve with steamed rice.

Next time you’re whipping
up scrambled eggs, stir a
dash of soy sauce through
before cooking. Unlike salt,
the soy will evenly distrib
a lovely sweet saltiness
through your eggs.
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FOODTOLOVE

All the latest 

tips, tricks 

and trends 

for foodies
Kitchen HQ

BTW

TORAGE HACK
eep your condiments tidy – and 

our fridge clear of stickiness – by 

acking the bottles in an empty 

rdboard six-pack carrier.

Oil and chargrill sliced mixed 

capsicum, 2 each sliced 

zucchini and finger eggplant, 

125g button mushrooms  

2-4 mins each side.

In a jug, whisk together 1 cup 

olive oil, grated zest 2 lemons, 

⅔ cup lemon juice, thyme, 

parsley and sliced chilli. Season.

Combine all vegetables with  

3 sliced garlic cloves. Transfer 

to sterilised jars.

Pour marinade over 

vegetables. Seal well. Chill.

4

3

2

1

Marinated antipasto 

vegetables

2-MINUTE 
MASTERCLASS

S
Ke

yo

sta

ca

For more tricks and tasty recipes head to 

Remove, garnish wiwiithth fresh coriander and s
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CHIN-CHIN 
FOR GIN!F

In celebration of World 

Gin Day on June 10  

(like we needed an 

excuse!) try this super 

quick Gin Buck cocktail 

recipe you can create at 

home. Mix together 

30ml gin, juice of ½ 

lime and ginger beer 

with ice. Cheers!
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FASHION

Knit Topshop 
$79.95 (6-14). 
Jeans Portmans 
$89.95 (8-12). 
Necklace Lovisa 
$15.99. 

Top Forcast 
$69.95 (4-16). 
Culottes 
Boohoo $36 
(8-12). Earrings 
Adorne $24.95. 
Clutch Adorne 
$69.95. Heels 
Next $48.

Don’t be afraid  
to try new 

silhouettes and 
textures. White is 

a great base 
colour to match 

with experimental 
shapes like these 
satin culottes – a 
great alternative 

to black!

This snug turtleneck knit 
is the perfect staple 

piece to keep you warm. 
Team with a deep winter 

colour like maroon or 
navy for a stylish edge. 

Top Target $35 
(6-20). Jacket 
Zara $119 (6-14). 
Skirt Target $39 
(6-20). Heels 
Target $39.
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Lift your  

cold-weather 

wardrobe out 

of the dark 

with crisp 

pops of  

on-trend 

white

Top Suzanne 
Grae $19.95 
(S-2XL). Jacket 
Witchery 
$199.95 (4-16). 
Skirt Topshop 
$79.95 (6-14). 
Sunglasses 
Local Supply 
$79.95. Shoes 
Django & 
Juliette $169.95.

Shirt Emerge at 
EziBuy $59.99 
(8-22). Jacket Next 
$106 (6-22). Pants 
Katies $39.95 
(8-20). Hat Hush 
Puppies $49.95. 
Shoes Wittner 
$199.95.

Top Bonds $29.95 
(XS-XL). Jumper 
Country Road 
$79.95 (XXS-XL). 
Leggings Cotton 
On Body $29.95 
(XS-3XL).



STOCKISTS Best & Less bestandless.com.au Bonds bonds.com.au  Boohoo au.boohoo.com Cotton On Body cottonon.com  Country Road countryroad.com.au  

Debenhams debenhams.com/en-au Django & Juliette djangoandjuliette.com.au  EziBuy ezibuy.com/shop/au  Forcast forcast.com.au  Hush Puppies hushpuppies.com.au  Jeanswest 

jeanswest.com.au Katies katies.com.au Kmart kmart.com.au Local Supply localsupply.com  LouenHide louenhide.com.au  Lovisa lovisa.com.au  Ministry of Style ministryofstyle.com.au  

Next  next.com.au  Portmans portmans.com.au  Seed seedheritage.com  Spend-less Shoes spendless.com.au  Styletread styletread.com.au Sussan sussan.com.au  Suzanne Grae 

suzannegrae.com.au  Target target.com.au  The Outnet theoutnet.com  Topshop au.topshop.com  Witchery witchery.com.au  Wittner wittner.com.au  Zara zara.com

More twhite bu $15!

Adorne adorne com au Best & Less bestandless com au Bonds
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Dress Ministry 
of Style $179.95 
(6-16). Clutch 
Verali at 
Styletread 
$49.95. Heels 
Wittner $229.95.

Belt
Topshop

$49.95

Top J by Jasper
Conran at

Debenhams $72
(6-22)

Shirt
Sussan
$99.95

Bag 
LouenHide 

$109.05

Skirt Iris &
Ink at The

Outnet 
$124 (4-14)

Scarf 
Target 

$15

Shirt 
Kmart $17 
(8-18). 
Trench 
Jeanswest 
$199 (8-16). 
Pants Seed 
$89.95 (6-16). 
Necklace  
Kmart $6 (sold as 
set with earrings). 
Shoes Kmart $8.

Clutch
Adorne
$49.95

Puffer
vest Best
& Less $15

(8-16)

aceletBra
dorneAd
14.95$1

Dress
Next $59

(6-22)

SneakersS eakers
Spend-less Shhoes 

$29.99



$2 DISNEY
STORYBOOKS

Purchase any of the participating magazine titles (The Australian Women’s Weekly, Australian House & Garden, NW, OK!, Real Living, Take 5, TV Week or Yours) in Woolworths 
stores and you can buy a participating Disney Storybook for $2. One Disney Storybook per participating magazine purchase. Off er valid from 05/06/2017 – 09/07/2017. Subject 

to availability, in participating stores only. Off er only available in Australia. All items must be purchased in the same transaction. Not in conjunction with any other off er.
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The problem HEVdamage

Yep, it’s a thing! Spending too

We spend our lives trying to protect ourselves from UVA and UVB 
rays, but now there’s a new threat on the block: HEV (high-energy 
visible) light. It comes in concentrated form from your computer and 
phone screens and can penetrate more deeply into your skin than even 
the sun’s rays, causing free-radical damage which leaves you with a 
loss of collagen, increased redness and pigmentation. The blue light 
can also mess with your circadian rhythm and make it harder to sleep.

LOWER YOUR RISK
Try to keep your devices as far from your face as possible, especially 
before bed. Also, try to minimise phone use outdoors, as the screen 
can reflect UV light onto your face – double whammy!

YOUR COMBAT KIT
Boost your skin’s collagen production with a potent dose of retinol. 
With regular use it should help reduce the appearance of sun 
damage, brown spots, lines and wrinkles, and plump up your skin. 
Remember to use it only in the evening, as it makes your skin more 
sensitive to the sun. Antioxidants are also miracle workers 
when it comes to minimising the effects of free-radical 
and environmental damage, and 
reducing the signs of ageing. 

TRY Ultraceuticals 
Ultra Protective 
Antioxidant Complex $89

TRY 
Medik8 
Retinol 

6TR $89 

HAVE YOU 

If you’re still going to surf...  

CHECK OUT THESE BEAUTY  

ITES WORTH BOOKMARKING

STYLESTORY.COM.AU 

A one-stop shop full of the latest Korean beauty trends

NOURISHEDLIFE.COM.AU 

Chock full of natural skincare, health and beauty  

products, plus free naturopathy advice

MENSBIZ.COM.AU

A one-stop bloke shop for everything  

from grooming to fragranceW
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BEAUTY



The problemThe problem

The problem

Wrinkles
Breakouts

Tech neck

much time in front of technology is surprisingly bad for your skin

According to Botox specialist Dr Michael 
Prager, office workers are likely to see 
signs of premature ageing in their skin. 
He sees an alarming number of women 
with saggy jowls – just from looking at 
their screens. “If you spend most of the 
time looking down, your neck muscles 
shorten and go saggy, eventually giving 
you a second neck,” he explains. 

LOWER YOUR RISK
Take a neck break – stretch your head up 
towards the ceiling to use the muscles 
that may weaken and lead to sagging, 
then stretch side to side for a few 
minutes a day. Better yet, raise your 
computer screen or sit your laptop on 
some books so it’s at eye level.

YOUR COMBAT KIT
Use a lifting and firming cream 
specifically formulated for your neck. 

Look out for products that include 
active ingredients such as Majestem, 
which claims to help lift and sculpt your 
neck within a few weeks. Plus, don’t 
forget to use your anti-ageing day and 
night creams beyond your jaw – take 
them right 
down your 
neck to your 
chest and 
massage in 
an upwards 
motion.

You’d be surprised how much you frown at your 
computer screen without realising it. Between 
stress, concentration and bad lighting, we’re 
unwittingly adding forehead wrinkles to our 
faces every day just by going to work! But it 
doesn’t stop there: reading and squinting affects 
your eyes, too – hello crow’s feet!

LOWER YOUR RISK
Dr Prager encourages his clients to put a mirror 
next to their computer so they can keep an eye 
on whether they’re frowning at the screen. If 
you’re squinting, move your screen closer so you 
can see more easily and always take a break 
when your eyes feel fatigued. 

YOUR COMBAT KIT
Moisturise, moisturise, moisturise! Dry skin 
helps wrinkles settle in, so keeping your face 
hydrated will make it harder for lines to stay  
put. Use a moisturiser or treatment containing 
hyaluronic acid to get deep down into your  

skin and vitamin B5 to work on 
the surface layers to prevent 
wrinkles from appearing. Fill  
any existing lines with a filler 
packed with hyaluronic acid  
and plumping goodies to smooth 
them out.

Noticing pimples and spots along your 
hairline or cheeks? Blame your phone. 
Holding a warm screen that’s sure to be 
covered in skin-irritating nasties against 
your face can contribute to breakouts.

LOWER YOUR RISK
Give your screen the once (or twice) over 
with an antibacterial wipe whenever you 
can, and if you’re on the phone a lot, try 
using earphones instead – your skin will 
thank you for it.

YOUR COMBAT KIT
Use a daily cleanser containing salicylic 
acid – the stuff that fights spots and 

improves skin texture – to 
thoroughly wash your face 
morning and night. If 
you’re having bad 
breakouts, it will 
also help to throw 
your pillowcase  
in the wash more 
regularly. 

TRY  
Neutrogena  
Oil Free Acne 
Wash $13.99

TRY The Ordinary Hyaluronic
Acid 2% + B5 $12.90

TRY Revlon Age 
Defying Wrinkle 
Filler $26.95

 GOT

TRY 
Save Our 
Skin by 
INNOXA 
DecoLift 
$59.95 
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The latest and greatest products out right now.
Put these must-have items at the top of your list!

TOP OF YOUR

ADVERTISEMENT

WOMAN’S DAY

list

THE MIGHTY MEKONG
Discover the very best of Vietnam & 
Cambodia on a journey of a lifetime 
with Travelmarvel. Enjoy an in-depth 
voyage along the mighty Mekong 
River, as you cruise in style whilst 
taking in the fl ow of daily river life. 
Visit travelmarvel.com.au/
Vietnam2017, call 1300 300 036 or 
visit your local Travel Agent.

WANT TO EXTEND THE 
LIFE OF YOUR COLOUR 
IN JUST 10 MINUTES?
Try a permanent solution like Clairol Root 
Touch-Up with 10 shades that will naturally blend 
with  most leading shades, even Salon Colour*, 
and delivers up to 100% grey coverage. The 
Ultimate maintenance product. RRP: $12.59 each. 
Call 1800 021 085 or available at all major 
supermarkets pharmacies, and grocery stores.
*Among leading retail permanent shades and pre-formulated salon colour

NAPOLEON PERDIS GIFT
Receive your 10-piece independent power gift valued at over $380^ when
you spend $79* or more on Napoleon Perdis. Gift includes: Complimentary
Makeup Shakeup Lesson Service Card, Just Jasmine Hand Cream,

#jasmineandaloevera Face Mist, Jasmine
Handmade Soap, Pro Makeup Sponge, Nail
Polish Bronze Winner, Deluxe Magnif-Eyes
Black Mascara, Deluxe Auto Pilot Pre-
Foundation Skin Primer, Bronze Icon Bronzer
and Independent Power Cosmetic Bag.

CHOOSI INCOME 
PROTECTION 
INSURANCE 
Don’t leave your income 
protection insurance to chance…
Let Choosi’s team of Choosers 
help you compare, choose and 
apply for income protection 
insurance. Call 1300 980 627 to 
compare or visit choosi.com.au

NEW TWININGS SLEEP 
INFUSION; WAKE UP 
WONDERFUL!
Settle into your evening with a 
dreamy sip of camomile, orange 
blossom and honey. It’s a perfect 
blend to ease you into your evening 
slumber. In stores now, $4.59/18
infusions. Visit twinings.com.au

FLEXI WEIGHT LOSS
Enjoy your favourite foods while
losing weight with the new Flexi
program! Flexi is an innovative new
flexible weight-loss program that wa
developed in collaboration with, and
clinically tested by, the CSIRO. The
program is flexible, simple to follow
and instantly rewarding to ensure
you lose the fat, not the fun. Get
started from just $39.95. Learn more
at impromy.com

DESIGN YOUR OWN
BESPOKE UNI COURSE
UNE’s new Bespoke Courses let you
design a short course of just 2, 3 or
4 units – and because they’re real
degree units you may get full credit
towards a full degree later. Visit
bespoke.com.au

DOGNITIVE THERAPY
To change your dog’s behaviour, first
you must change yours. A mindful
approach to training your dog from
Australia’s leading dog behaviourist.
RRP $29.99. Visit penguin.com.au

Choosi does not compare the whole market. This is general information only, consider the relevant PDS at 
Choosi.com.au. T&C’s apply.  Information provided by Choosi Pty Ltd ABN 15 147 630 886, AFSL 402397. 

Available Wednesday 31st May to Sunday 18th June 2017, or while stock lasts. *In one transaction. One gift per 
customer. Not valid in conjunction with any other off er. ^Valued by Napoleon Perdis.
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Makeup doesn’t have to be boring!

Add some colour to your kit with these

playful but grown-up friendly trends

BEAUTYED’SFAVE
Kelsey
Ferencak

“I’ve recently discovered this
all-natural, environmentally
savvy sunscreen! The active
ingredient in Little Urchin Natural
Sunscreen SPF 30, $24.95, is zinc oxide,
which is non-toxic to marine life and protects

us from the sun without nasty chemicals and 
irritants – so it’s great if, like 
me, you have sensitive skin,
or you just want to be kinder 
to the environment!”

This red-carpet ’do
between a fringe a
face-framing layer
as it softens the a
face, and it works
and down styles.
pretty curled loo
a front section of
a curling tong an
seconds. Spritz
spray for hold a
like Moroccanoi

Spray $28. 

#HAIRGOALS

Primary colours and bold metallics are huge

this season. Don’t be scared to colour your

whole lid, working from the lower lashline to

your crease. Keep the rest of your look minimal

– just a nude lip and a touch of bronzer.

MASTER IT Scribble a smooth pencil like

1 Nars Velvet Eyeliner in Curacao $35 or

2 Sephora Colourful Shadow & Liner in
Violet $18 over your lids and use

your finger to buff it in. It doesn’t

have to be perfect! For powder, try

3 NYX Primal Colour Eyeshadow in
Hot Orange $9.95. Wet a shadow

brush and sweep over your lids

– a damp brush makes the colour

more bold. Metallics can be

blended right up to your

browbone, or under your

lower lashes. If you

like liquid, try

4 Inglot
Aquastic Cream
Eye Shadow in
12 $30. Apply

coats for

the full effect.
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Watercolour cheeks

Finger-painted lips
Applying lippy with your fingers may seem 

strange but it gives you the latest runway look: 

smudged lips. Plus, blurring the line of your lips 

and diffusing the colour has a youthful effect.  

MASTER IT For a subtle take just use a liner, 

such as 1 Napoleon Perdis Total Bae Line It! in 
Nude Affair $25 or 2 Artdeco Soft Lip Liner in 
Grape Stomping $16. Colour your whole lip and 

use your index finger to blend. To go bolder, use 

a matte lipstick or gloss – we like 3 Covergirl 
Katy Kat Matt Lipstick in Cosmo Kitty $17.95, 

or a classic shade like 4 Lancome Matte Shaker 
in Red’Y In 5 $36. Apply with your finger and blend 

– the more you do it, the duller the colour. Not 

keen on matte? Try 5 Make Up For Ever Artist 
Acrylip $35. Inspired by acrylic paint, 

it’s highly pigmented and buildable. 

Sponge-dabbed cheeks give you a barely there 

wash of colour, like a watered-down version of 

your current look. Go bold with a sheer red, or 

stick to pinks and peaches for a glowing flush.  

MASTER IT For a light wash, use a soft pink  

like 1 Nudestix Nudies All Over Face Color  
Naught N’ Spice $42. Apply the balm to 

cheeks in a C shape, then dab with

a dry sponge – we like 2 Natio
Complexion Perfection 
Sponge $5.95. To make 

more of a statement, 

use a shimmer blush 

like 3 Benefit Cosmetics 
GALifnornia $51. Apply with  

a brush then blend up and 

outwards with a damp sponge

to soften the colour and  

buff into cheeks.

c

Drawn-on eyes
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GOOD
Take comfort this winter knowing that 

Priceline Pharmacy has the right support for you.



W
inter means 
cosy 
comforts,
deliciously

warming food and
brand new boots.
It can also bring
coughs and colds
typical of the chilly
season.

DIFFLAM PLUS† Sore Throat 

Lozenges + Anaesthetic Honey 

& Lemon, 16 Lozenges, $9.99 

THOMPSON’S† One-A-Day

Ultra Cranberry 60000,

60 Capsules, $29.99

NATURE’S OWN† Double Strength

Cold Sore Relief, 50 Tablets, $12.99

PANADOLμ Osteo,

96 Caplets, $5.99

μAlways read the label. Use
only as directed. Incorrect use
could be harmful. Consult your

healthcare practitioner if pain or
symptoms persist.
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This May... 
Priceline Pharmacy is 

partnering with the Stroke 
Foundation to help deliver 

Australia’s Biggest 
Blood Pressure Check.

NATUROPATHICA† GastroHealth Probiotic 

Womens Health, 30 Capsules, $27.95 

SWISSE† Ultiboost 

Calcium + Vitamin D, 

150 Tablets, $21.95

PRICELINE PHARMACY PROMOTION



DAY
1

BEFORE BREAKFAST
Lee’s morning elixir Mix together

apple cider vinegar, lemon juice, gin

and Lee’s Heal Your Gut Diatomaceous Earth

powder (from superchargedfood.com).

BREAKFAST Smoothie Blend berries, almo

or coconut milk, greens, lime and almond bu

LUNCH Green bean soup Roast beans then

pop in a saucepan with stock, coconut milk,

cumin, a squeeze of lemon and apple cider

vinegar. Blend and serve.

DINNER Sardine and avocado mash
In a bowl, mash sardines, avocado, le

and a crushed garlic clove with a for

combined. Serve with fresh lemon chee

DAY
2

BREAKFAST
Supercharged gr
smoothie Blend l

greens, frozen berries and

cinnamon with nut milk.

LUNCH Asparagus soup
d asparagus with ginge

meric and stock. 

NER Baked salmon w
ccoli and sauerkraut
SERT Cheat’s berry
et Blend frozen berries,

nut water or almond

spinach and almond

ter.
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hen it comes to

maintaining good

health, there’s

nothing more

important than a healthy gut. In

fact, experts now believe the gut

is so important to our overall

wellbeing they’re referring to it

as our “second brain”. 

With the latest research

showing that our gut influences

everything from our weight to our

mood, health experts agree that

looking after our second brain is

the most important action we can

take to keep our health on track.

The key to unlocking good

gut health, however, is in

understanding our microbiome –

the more than 100 trillion bacteria

that live inside our gut. “Together

they add up to roughly the same

number of cells as the rest of your

body combined,” says Dr Michael

Mosley, author of new book The

Clever Guts Diet. 

“While they influence you, you

can also change them. What you

eat and the way you live will

have a huge impact on the sort

of creatures that thrive in your

internal rainforest.”

Put simply, when these tiny

organisms (both good and bad) are

in balance, we thrive, but when

they’re out of whack, so is our

health. Here, our experts break

down the many ways your gut

affects your health and how you

can keep it in tip-top condition.

YOUR IMMUNITY
Feel like you catch every cold that’s

going around? Ditch the tablets

and take a look at what’s going on

in your gut. “Between 70 and 80

per cent of your immune system

resides in your gut, and an

unbalanced mix of gut bacteria

can trigger chaos,” says nutritionist

and author Lee Holmes, creator

of superchargedfood.com.

The sticky, mucousy lining of

your intestinal tract is incredibly

sensitive and any imbalance in

your gut flora can leave you

exposed to viruses and less able

to fight them off.

FIX IT To boost your immunity,

you need to repair your gut.

Reset the imbalance

good and bad bacter

taking a probiotic

regularly, especially

you’re on antibiotic

these destroy both t

bad and good flora.

Try Swisse Inner

Balance Probiotic

Billion, $39.99.

You can also eat

fermented vegies like kimchi,

or drizzle apple cider vinegar

over your salad – both naturally

contain beneficial probiotics

and digestive enzymes.

YOUR MOOD
If you regularly have those days

when you’re on the brink of

tears for no reason, the cause

could be your tummy.

One good reason scientists now

refer to it as our second brain is

because more than 90 per cent of

our serotonin (aka

feel-good hormon

produced there. So

those butterflies in

your tummy, that

dodgy stomach

before a job

interview and

those cravings for

comfort foods whe

you’re feeling low

stem from your gut.

FIX IT “Your mental

wellbeing depends

on the health

iome,”

nutritionist

Lowe of The

al Nutritionist.

introduction of

iotics has been

to lower the stress

mone cortisol, which in

turn reduces depressive and

anxious behaviours.”

It’s also vital to include loads of

healthy fats – such as eggs, nuts,

seeds and salmon – in your diet

to support serotonin production.

“Healthy habits like getting 

enough sleep and regularly 

exercising are also key,” adds Lee.

YOUR SKIN
Red, rashy or irritated skin could 

be sign of poor gut health. “When 

the gut is unable to heal itself 

posure to negative 

tances like 

ocessed foods or 

nvironmental 

toxins, the 

intestinal walls 

– which are 

usually like tight 

unctions – become 

ger,” explains Lee. 

This is known as 

leaky gut”, which 

effectively allows 

nasties to pass 

through into the 

bloodstream, 

leading to 

inflammation 

which can cause 

your skin to flare up.

FIX IT Eating a diet 

high in wholefoods is a good 

start. “Remove trigger foods,” 

suggests Steph. “Quit gluten, cut 

out refined sugars and refined 

seed oils, and go trans-fat free.” 

Sipping on celeb-fave bone 

broth is also a great way to  

repair your gut. “It’s packed full 

of calcium and magnesium, as 

GUT
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“le‘[Bone broth] 
is a winter

miracle detox
drink’

Gwyneth Paltrow

Heal your tummy in 48 hours with 
Lee Holmes’ gut-boosting meal plan



WHENTOWORRY
June is Bowel Cancer Awareness Month. 
With around 15,000 Aussies diagnosed 
with bowel cancer every year, it’s the 

second biggest cancer killer after lung 
cancer. The good news is, 90 per cent of 

cases can be treated if caught early.
Here’s what you need to watch out for:

anges in bowel habits including
diarrhoea or constipation

• Blood in your bowel movement
• Unusual abdominal pain or

persistent bloating
• Unexplained weight loss

• Anaemia

For more information visit 
bowelcanceraustralia.org or 

download their free app from the 
App Store or Google Play.
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NG
Sick? Tired? 

Cranky? Taking 

care of your gut 

could transform 

your health

describe all yourdigestive organs –especially your stomach and bowel (intestines).

AA tterm ssed tod

What is
your gut?

well as containing gelatin and 

collagen to heal and boost cells,” 

explains Steph.

YOUR ENERGY
Feeling sluggish after wolfing 

down a big bowl of food is simply 

your body’s way of saying it’s 

struggling to break it down. 

“When the gut’s in balance, it’s 

able to help you break down the 

food you eat and turn it into 

energy,” says Lee. “It also defends 

you from energy-sapping bacteria 

and viruses that promote illness 

and slow you down.”

FIX IT Maintaining a healthy 

balance of bacteria in the gut 

isn’t just down to good nutrition 

– the stresses of modern life can 

play a role too. “We're stressed, 

busy and chronically tired,” says 

Steph. “We’re constantly 

exposed to environmental 

toxins and our gut health 

sometimes just can’t 

compete.” Beat it  

by incorporating 

relaxation practises 

such as yoga  

and meditation  

– which will  

help support the 

production of 

good bacteria 

– into your 

daily routine.



HEALTH
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It’s time to stop thinking of laziness as
a bad habit – according to experts, tapping into

your lazy streak could do wonders for your
productivity. Our brains are wired to choose
the path of least resistance, aka the easiest

ways of doing things, to make sure we have the
mental space to deal with challenges when

they’re thrown at us. The key is to arrange your
life so the laziest choices are also the best for

your productivity and your health. Here’s how!

H

TREN
Go on, be lazy! It could be the 

healthiest thing you do all year…
LAZINESS

No, we don t mean forget
about your finances, just remove
the temptation to spend! Leave
credit cards at home, and set up

automatic payments for as many bills 
as possible. Direct a set amount every 

payday into a savings account, so if 
you have the urge to impulse

shop, the effort to access
your money will put

you off.

No we don’t mean forget

Be lazy
with moneyTo nix a bad habit like eating

too much sugar or wasting time on
social media, make small changes to

your environment. Put sugary snacks on
the top shelf out of sight (better still, leave

them at the shop!) where you’ll be too lazy to
reach for them – and get an app like Freedom

($2.42 per month from the App Store and
Google Play) which blocks distracting
websites and apps on your devices, so

focusing on the task at hand
becomes the easiest option!

To nix a bad habit like eating

Tweak your
surroundings

If you re trying to
develop a healthy habit like

meditating, for example, link it to
something you already do, such as
having breakfast or making your

morning cup of coffee. As time goes
on, your brain will kick into

autopilot and naturally link the
two habits together without

you even having to think
about it.

If you’re trying to

Connect good 
habits

…that’s how many minutes
you need to get up off your butt
and walk around for every
hour at work to boost your
energy levels, improve your
mood and focus better.

SYDNEY

RESEARCHERS

HAVE FOUND

COMMUTERS

WHO CYCLE

TO WORK ARE

TWICE AS

HAPPY AS

THOSE WHO

DON’T. MUST

BE ALL THAT

FRESH AIR!

For a little life inspo, check out this podcast,
hosted by award-winning author and entrepreneur
Jonathan Fields. Encouraging listeners to lead
more meaningful lives, the podcast is a hub of
wisdom, with snippets and practical tips from
Jonathan and in-depth conversations with

groundbreaking health and wellbeing experts from
around the world. You’ll be inspired!

Good Life Project (free)
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ADVERTISEMENT

Discover Europe’s most
fascinating markets

What better way to immerse yourself 
in Europe than by taking a Travelmarvel 
river cruise to discover the local 
markets in some of the region’s most 
enchanting and inspiring towns? 

Take the Czech Republic’s historic 
city of Prague, where you can visit 
the magnifi cent Nelahozeves Castle 
as well as wander through the city’s 
stunning markets. The glorious city 
of Vienna is another must-see. There, 
you can discover local delicacies and 
the fi nest hand-crafted gifts at the 
Naschmarkt Market. 

One destination not to be missed 
is the beautiful town of Passau, home 
to the Domplatz market. From there, 
also take the opportunity to visit 
the historic town of Cesky Krumlov, 
or tour the incredibly famous sights 
of ‘The Sound of Music’. Other 
historic towns with memorable arts 

and crafts to put on the itinerary 
are Regensberg, Nuremberg and 
Bamberg. And make sure you stay 
a while in Wurzburg, where you can 
enjoy local wine and delicacies at 
the town’s famed local markets. 

After traveling through world-
famous Cologne and Amsterdam, 
stay a few nights in Paris, where 
you’ll enjoy the city’s sumptuous 
cuisine as you immerse yourself in 
the city’s world-famous landmarks. 
With so much to do and see, Europe 
truly is a place to be inspired.

For more information call 1300 301 
670, or visit Travelmarvel.com.au/

Europe2018

Terms and Conditions: Competition opens 1 June 2017 and closes at 5pm (AEST) on 1 August 2017. Entry is open to Australian residents aged 18 years and over. One entry permitted per person. 

This is a game of skill, not a game of chance. The prize must be redeemed in full for travel between March 2018 and December 2018, on the scheduled departure dates only, as determined by Travelmarvel. 

The prize must be booked by 1 December 2017. Please see contents page for location of privacy notice. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546).

NUREMBERG 
CHRISTMAS MARKET
Discover the winter wonderland 

of one of Germany’s largest and 

most impressive Christmas 

markets. Sip on gluhwein as you 

sample local festive treats and 

discover some of the world’s most 

impressive arts and crafts.

GREAT MARKET 
HALL, BUDAPEST

Combine shopping with sightseeing 

at this must-see destination market 

in the heart of Budapest. The 

perfect place to pick up seasonal 

produce and sample delicious local 

fair, this spectacular covered market 

off ers plenty to discover and do.  

Unleash your creativity at the 
2017 Craft & Quilt Fair in Sydney
Visit Woman’s Day & 

Travelmarvel at our joint stand 

at the Sydney Craft & Quilt Fair 

2017, International Convention 

Centre, Darling Harbour from 

Thursday 22 June to Sunday 

25 June, 9am - 4.30pm

Get your creativity fi ring! With 

everything craft under the one 

roof, this is your 

moment to pick 

up clever tips and 

techniques from 

expert crafters.

To enter, simply log onto 

nowtolove.com.au/Travelmarvel

complete your details and tell 

us in 25 words or less: ‘What 

Gems would you 

like to fi nd when 

cruising through 

Europe with 

Travelmarvel?

WIN a 15-Day
Travelmarvel European 
Gems River Cruise for 
2 valued at $18,990*

Explore Europe’s most famous and exciting markets and immerse yourself
in all that they have to off er with the experts from Travelmarvel

WIN  
a 15-Day 

Travelmarvel 
European 

Gems River Cruise 
for 2 valued at 

$18,990*



The locals are
always welcoming.

Snorkel in the
clear waters of
Muri Lagoon.
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Are the Cook Islands t

Aqua lagoons, palm fringed beaches
and the nicest locals you’ll ever meet
– here are six reasons to get the Cook
Islands on your winter sun list, stat!

South 

While the Cook Islands receive far less

tourists than other South Pacific islands,

the locals are famous for their laidback,

friendly nature and love visitors! So much

so, it’s not uncommon to see the mayor

stand up at the local markets and ask people

to “Like” them on Facebook! Sharing the

same Polynesian ancestry as the Maoris,

the locals have a strong sense of community, 

and children are a major focus of island

life, so families will feel right at home. 

Most people visit the main island
of Rarotonga, where the centre
of tourism is the beautiful lagoon
at Muri Beach. The lagoon itself
is a huge, shallow, turquoise body
of water surrounded by a tropical
reef. It’s perfect for snorkelling,
stand-up paddleboarding and
swimming. There are no waves
and no sharks, and there’s easy
access to the water’s edge, so it’s
ideal for families. The water is
so clear you can see your feet!

u won’t nd expensive locked-in package

als here – the beauty of the Cook

ands is there are so many options,

you can tailor your accommodation to

suit your needs. If you have a large family,

you can book out a beach house. If you

want a couple’s weekend, check in to one

of the four-star resort-and-spas. There

are no big chain hotels, so lodgings

are small and welcoming. Try Muri

Beachcomber (beachcomber.co.ck)

located right on Muri Lagoon with

extensive gardens for kids to play in.

Large families and groups will also love

B’s Beach House (rarobeachhouse.com) 

which sleeps up to 16.

They’re the
s ands of smiles

The hotels are
mall& welcoming

1

ou’ll love lagoon life

3

2

DIDYOU
KNOW?

The Cook Islands are
the world’s second
largest producer
of the gorgeous

black pearl.
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Blow on a conch
shell – it’s used
as a trumpet-like
wind instrument.



he friendliest place in the

Pacif ic?
Intensely proud
of their Polynesian
heritage, Cook
Islanders are more 
than happy to share 
their culture with 
visitors, and one of the best ways to do that  
is at the Te Vara Nui Village (tevaranui.co.ck). 
It’s a purpose-built village hosting cultural 
shows, dinner shows and educational exhibitions 
(from $46 adults and $27 children). Another family-
friendly tour with a cultural angle is Captain 
Tama’s Lagoon Cruizes (captaintamas.com). 
Run by locals, this tour takes you out to the 
edge of the lagoon on a glass-bottomed boat 
and includes local history, snorkelling, an island 
visit and a coconut husking demonstration ($75 

d lt d $ 8 hild )

5

l d

There’s culture
n spades6

Virgin Australia flies to the
Cook Islands capital of

Rarotonga from most states via
Auckland several times a week. Air
New Zealand offers nonstop flights

from Sydney twice a week,
starting from $249 each way.

FORMORE INFO
cookislands.travel

Getting
there

adults and $38 children))..

t’s great value4
Relax at Muri
Beachcomber,
right on the edge
of the lagoon.

The Cook Islands use the New 
Zealand dollar as their currency 

so a holiday there ends up being 
pretty affordable for Aussies. Plus, 

most businesses are run by local families, 
not big companies, so prices tend to be 

reasonable. Actually, you won’t see any chain 
restaurants on the islands at all, so instead of 

takeaway you’ll be eating fresh fish as you 
watch the sun set over the ocean. Bliss! Check 

out local favourite The Mooring Fish Cafe 
(themooringfishcafe.com) just north of Muri 
Lagoon for delicious and afforable fish burgers, 
wraps, juices and coconut drinks. The views over 
the water are well worth the walk from Muri. For 
a bit of fun, try Coco Putt (www.cocoputt.co.ck), 
the island’s only restaurant and putt-putt golf 
course. You can eat your meal then head out for 

18 mini holes on the course afterwards! 

Coco Putt restaurant
and mini golf and
(right) a dancer in
traditional costume.

An Island Night 
cultural show is 
an unforgettable 
experience.

THERE ARE 
MARKETS GALORE
Cook Islanders love nothing more 

than a good market. There’s the weekly local 

produce markets, the craft markets in town 

and the twice-weekly food markets near 

Muri Lagoon. Locals and visitors alike flock 

there to shop and share a meal at one of the 

communal dining tables. Make sure you 

order the fish curry – it’s amazing!
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SUPERPUZZLER

WIN!$1000To enter,  see p76

This week’s  
Big Crossword

ACROSS
1. Official trade ban

6. Huge swell, ... wave

10. Triangle or square

14. Widened (pupils)

18. Atlantic or Pacific

19. Nook

20. Hot and damp

21. Focal

22. Flagpoles

23. Aircraft tracker

24. Fleecy Andes mammals

25. Money substitute

26. Overindulge

27. Sentimental

28. From the largest

continent

30. Deep gorge

32. Blacker

35. Female deity

39. Go sour

42. Salary

46. Steel-belted tyre

48. Feeding on

49. Trademark

50. Humbler

51. States further

53. Similar

55. Couch

57. Approved

58. Delivery vehicle

60. Rarely

61. Want

63. Pretend (injury)

64. Calibrate anew

65. Bring to bear

66. College

70. Library patron

73. East African republic

74. Trap

75. Grossly stupid

76. From Baghdad

77. Gramophone record

78. Liqueur, ... Maria

79. Skull

80. Traditional

81. Major artery

83. Scandinavian

85. Angry outbursts

86. Fairground ride,

... wheel

88. Dispatcher

91. Ballot-caster

93. Domain

95. Haul up

97. Enthusiasm

98. Polar

99. Owing

100. Unpleasantly suave

101. Premonition

103. Cricket ball stitching

107. Lion’s neck hair

109. Misunderstandings (3-3)

110. Challenged

111. Magician’s hat animal

112. Moving engine part

114. More honourable

116. Uses fishing rod

118. Frolicking

121. Small hound

123. Accomplishing

127. Admit (3,2)

129. Famous Disney fawn

131. Monster

133. Camp kettle

136. Rented limousine

(4,3)

137. Malicious fire-setting

138. Ache

139. Least difficult

140. Sniff noisily

141. Proportion

142. Tough plastic

143. Dog restraints

144. Footwear

145. Baits

146. Lopped off

DOWN
2. Chief water pipes

3. Guacamole ingredient

4. Capricorn symbol

5. Midday, 12 ... (1’5)

6. Docile

7. Senseless (comment)

8. Colony insects

9. Spoke with defect

10. Sacred tomb

11. Cure

12. Period

13. EU currency

14. Nappy

15. Casually

16. Ashamed

17. End-of-year finals

28. Whereabouts excuses

29. Identified

30. Superman, ... Kent

31. Thawed

33. Causes

34. RIP inscription

36. Spheres

37. Tense situations

38. Soft drink

40. Inverted

41. Unrealistic person

43. Rub until sore

44. Incited (5,2)

45. Hinders

47. Interior

52. Milking cows (5,6)

54. Intoxication

56. Rude

58. Lived monotonous life

59. UK city, ... Upon Tyne

62. Proper social

behaviour

67. Bell

68. Hollywood’s major 

movie prize

69. Hideouts

70. Athletic sprints

71. Grey-faced

72. Dodge

82. Fattiest

84. Danes’ country

86. Falsely incriminating

87. Loner

89. Long-lasting

90. Sounding alike

92. Fertile desert spot

94. Actress, ... Hepburn

96. Aroma

97. Fastened (trousers)

102. Nerve cell

104. Between

105. Pop star

106. Biblical garden

108. Circular coral reef

113. Petrol trucks

115. Honey-makers’ home

117. Ascertains

119. Rinks

120. Gradually implant 

(ideas)

122. Laneways

124. Martini garnish

125. Glee

126. Over

128. Magazine edition

129. Foundation

130. Saloon counters

131. Drill

132. You (poetic)

134. Curved-bill bird

135. Harvard’s rival

When you’ve solved the crossword, the letters on the

shaded squares, reading left to right, top to bottom,

spell a mystery word or phrase.

The mystery word or phrase:

ALL-A-GRAMS
Instead of clues, we’ve given you

anagrams of the words that fit into

the grid. Work out each letter jumble,

then work out where each word fits.

ACID SAC

AIRMAN COP

FLEA TOXIN

HELD AXE

HITS GIN

ROT ONCE

THEY LEAPT

WORDFIND DESPICABLE ME
Find all the names associated

with theDespicableMefilms

in the grid. Words may read

backwards or forwards,

vertically, horizontally or

diagonally. Some letters are

used more than once. When

you’ve found all the listed

names, the 20 unused

letters, reading left to right

and top to bottom, will spell

out the star who voices one

of the characters, and the

character’s name (7,8-5).

Agnes

Balthazar
Bratt

Benjamin
Bratt

Bob

Despicable Me

Dr Nefario

Edith

El Macho

Elsie Fisher

Floyd

Gru

Happy

Jason Segel

Jemaine 
Clement

Ken Jeong

Kevin

Kristen Wiig

Lucy

Minions

Russell Brand

Steve Carell

Steve Coogan

Supervillain

Trey Parker

Vector

Will Arnett
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NE
W Lose the fat, not the fun.

1
Who is Sofia Boutella’s 

male co-star in  

The Mummy?

2
Which American

pop artist produced

paintings of Campbell’s  

soup cans?

3
The River Nile empties

into which body of water?

4
What type of animal is

the ancient Egyptian 

goddess Bastet?

5
Michael McDonald sang

with Steely Dan and which 

other band?

6
What is the name of

Japanese car brand

Toyota’s luxury division?

7
The salt lake known

as Pink Lake is close  

h WA town?

8
Who is the host

of the US version 

f Survivor?

How many umpires

preside over a game 

f netball?

0
In which city was

Diana, Princess of

ales’ fatal accident?
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8
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SUPERPUZZLER

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Disorganised vote led

to ban (4)

3. Opening taproom with

longest key (5,3)

9. Athletes that can be found

lying in hallways (7)

10. Tarantino unsurprisingly

embraces certain words 

(5)

11. Lack of interest in

discrepancy (12)

13. Allergic reaction to

a maths problem (6)

15. Hi-fi store arranged to

carry earphones first (6)

17. Fun place for dish in ship’s

kitchen (7,5)

20. Trivial sort of officer (5)

21. Music master plays at

Rome’s ruins (7)

22. Sit astride and half rest

on broken ladder (8)

23. Grudging admiration for 

loveless envoy (4)

DOWN
1. Convert I call mostly

upright (8)

2. Adjusted pitch – turned

out second trombone (5)

4. Bill found after four, on

bed (6)

5. Strong and focused (12)

6. Does he go up and down

while choosing who’s in 

and out? (7)

7. Reckless and a bit

camera-shy (4)

8. Ego adopted by freelance

(4-8)

12. Chubby Roy rings about 

Polly (4-4)

14. Extremity of pig or

horse (7)

16. Canine’s coat (6)

18. The French can use

ancient language (5)

19. Composer’s work featured 

inOctopussy (4)
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SUDOKU
Fill in the blank squares with the numbers 1 to 9

so that each row, each column and each smaller

3 x 3 block contains all the numbers from 1 to 9.

BRAINBUSTERS
1

Call 1902 559 089
or SMS 199 59 089

your answer, full name, address and the codeword

STAR for StarburstBIG for Big Crossword  

FIND for Wordfind 

Max SMS and land line call costs 55 cents inc.
GST. Calls from mobiles and pay phones may be
charged at a higher rate. Give your answer, your
name, address and daytime phone number.
Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline number: 1300 131
276. Entrants under 18 must seek bill payer’s
permission. Competition closes 23.59 AEST
on 11/6/17, drawn 14.00 AEST 14/6/17. For
conditions of entry, visit bauer-media.com.au/
terms/competition-terms. 
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Pick up your Flexi Starter Kit instore today! Learn more, visit impromy.com

CSIRO clinical trials averaging 11% total weight loss over 16 weeks.

Enjoy your favourite foods while losing weight with Flexi. Clinically
Tested by

CSIRO
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LASTWEEK’SSOLUTIONS
BIGCROSSWORDPartandparcel

WORDFINDConfessionsOfATeenageDramaQueen

STARBURSTMorganFreeman,ReeseWitherspoon

WINNERS22/5/17
•Starburst:K.Hinchliffe,NSW.

•Wordfind:J.Whelan,Vic.

•BigCrossword:L.Clark,Qld.

CRYPTIC

THISWEEK’SSOLUTIONS
ALL-A-GRAMSSTARBURST

BRAINBUSTERS
1.TomCruise.2.AndyWarhol.3.MediterraneanSea.

4.Cat.5.TheDoobieBrothers.6.Lexus.7.Esperance.

8.JeffProbst.9.Two.10.Paris.

SUDOKU

CODECRACKER
A=2B=23C=3D=4E=16F=11G=19H=13I=18J=17
K=20L=9M=21N=25O=14P=10Q=5R=1S=8
T=15U=6V=12W=7X=24Y=22JEALOUSY
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x Shades
Of Blue

star,
Ray ---

Snatched
actress,
Amy ---

Frodo
actor,

--- Wood

Actress, ---
Gardner

Animation,
--- Season

Give A
Little ---
M*A*S*H

rank
Cyst

Romocm,
When In

---

Dennis
Quaid film,

A Dog’s
---

Movie,
The Cars
That ---

Paris

Actress
& tap

dancer,
--- Miller

Author,
--- Asimov

MKR
judge,

--- Feildel

What ---
Happened
To Baby
Jane?

Nicolas
Cage

action film,
Ghost ---

13
Reasons
Why star,
Kate ---

Will &
Grace

star, ---
Messing

Song,
--- With

Your Best
Shot

007 film,
--- Royale

--- Of
Darkness

Actor, ---
Fiennes
Movie,

--- Deal
Director, ---
Luhrmann
The --- Up

There

Musical,
A --- Line

Louse egg

TV star &
comedian,

--- Do

Saving
Hope

actress, ---
Durance

Remake,---
The King
Benicio
--- Toro

Beauty And
The Beast
voice star,

--- McKellen

Hospital
drama,

---
Anatomy

King Arthur:
Legend Of
The Sword
director,
Guy ---

House Of
Cards star,
Kevin ---

STARBURST
Work out the names of the stars 

pictured in this Starburst and  

enter for your chance to win! 
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CODE CRACKER
Each number in the grid represents a different letter of the alphabet. Work out which number 

stands for each letter, write them in the grid below and cross them off the list – we’ve given you 

three to start you off. 

Fill in the letters 

in the box beneath 

the puzzle to spell 

the mystery word. 

This issue’s competitions begin on 5/6/17. All entries close 23.59 AEST on 11/6/17. Open to Australian residents. For conditions of entry, visit bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms. Salmat Digital Pty Ltd puzzles drawn at L2, 116 Miller St, North 
Sydney, NSW 2060. Solutions next week. Winners are first correct entries drawn 14.00 AEST on 14/6/17, and published in Woman’s Day magazine on sale 26/6/17. See privacy notice, below. Promoted by Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 
2000. ABN 18 053 273 546. PRIVACY NOTICE This issue of Woman’s Day is published by Bauer Media Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your information in accordance with our Privacy Policy, including to provide you with your requested 
products or services and to keep you informed of other Bauer publications, products, services and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at bauer-media.com.au/privacy/ It also sets out how you can access or correct your personal information and lodge 
a complaint. Bauer may disclose your personal information offshore to its owners, joint venture partners, service providers and agents located throughout the world, including in New Zealand, USA, the Philippines and the European Union. In addition, 
this issue may contain Reader Offers, being offers, competitions or surveys. Reader Offers may require you to provide personal information to enter or to take part. Personal information collected for Reader Offers may be disclosed by us to service 
providers assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader Offer and to other organisations providing special prizes or offers that are part of the Reader Offer. An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Offer. Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, 
personal information collected for Reader Offers may also be disclosed by us to other organisations for use by them to inform you about other products, services or events or to give to other organisations that may use this information for this purpose. 
If you require further information, contact Bauer’s Privacy Officer either by email at privacyofficer@bauer-media.com.au or mail at Privacy Officer Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54 Park Street, Sydney NSW 2000.
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LOVE & DESTINY
1902 280 032
$3.85 per minute including GST.
Higher rate for calls from payphones
and mobile phones. For guidance
only. Telads

CLAIRVOYANT/
MEDIUM
1902 280 068
$4.40 per minute including GST.
Higher rate for calls from payphones
and mobile phones. For guidance
only. Telads

CREDIT CARDS
1300 779 888
Conditions apply, see
website for details.

Crystals Psychics
crystalspsychics.com.au

Talk to
our Psychics

24 hours 7 days

10
91

5

PHONE
$3.96 per min incl GST mobile/pay extra (Monessa Gulf )

CREDIT CARD
$3.60 per min For guidance only

Become a member at:

www.guidinglightpsychics.net

Anna Hood
BA, Dip TPC, Reiki/Seichim Master

SAVE

G lf )

24 HOURS
7DAYS

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
CLAIRE ROBERTSON ON 02 9282 8910 OR
CROBERTSON@BAUER-MEDIA.COM.AU

OUR DIRECTORY TEAM CAN
ASSIST YOU TO PROMOTE
YOUR BUSINESS

GET NOTICED IN OUR

Directory Feature

PSYCHICWORLD

Q I lost my husband in a tragic
tractor accident witnessed by
our 14-year-old daughter and

myself. I’m also 34 weeks pregnant.
I’m devastated and need reassurance
he is OK and with us. Is he with my
mother who I miss so much and our
soon-to-be baby? Devastated

Your husband appears holding a rose and tells
me it’s for you. He loves you and the children
very much. I feel your husband has not been
in the spirit world for long, but he is OK and
doing well. He doesn’t want you to worry.
I now have your lovely mother talking to me.
She tells me she has met up with your
husband and they are both nursing the soul of
your future baby. Your husband is proud of
you and supports the decisions you’ve made
since his passing. I feel you will sense his
presence around you often. He says, “I will
always be the baby’s guardian angel.”

Q Am I going to see someone I
haven’t seen for over 35 years?
Not a day goes past I don’t

think of this person. Are my parents
OK? Mum passed away six years ago
and my father one year ago. Confused

Both your parents come through from the spirit
world. They are sending you their love. Your
mum tells me she will visit you in dreams from
time to time. Your father tells me you will end up
crossing paths again with the person you’ve
asked about. I feel it will happen when you least
expect. I’m shown you walking down a narrow
path to greet them and you’ll say what you
always wanted to tell them all those years ago.

Q My 13-year-old granddaughter 
is undergoing treatment for 
anorexia after nearly having  

a cardiac arrest. Will she overcome this 

Ask
Mitchell
Australia’s most trusted celebrity medium 
Mitchell Coombes responds to your concerns 

AMANDA SAYS  Both Tulip and 
Rose show me that they have passed 
over, even though Rose was never found. 
Tulip comes through first and tells me that 
she had been with Ashley since she was only  
a couple of months old. Tulip said she was only 
about one year old when she passed. Tulip dug her 
way out of the cage and she would do this often, but 
Rose normally stayed in the cage and Tulip would 
return. I feel Tulip got caught after she burrowed 
into the ground near some rocks but Rose escaped 
from the yard. It was a quick passing for her and she 
did not suffer. Rose knows she was never found.  A 
living dog called Gib comes through and tells me he 
loved the two guinea pigs and he misses them. Both 

guinea pigs show me that they passed 
at about the same time, and Tulip is  
a real character while Rose is a little 
quieter. Ashley’s Great Nonna on 
her mum’s side came to collect 
them both.

ASHLEY SAYS  I reached out  
to Amanda to see if she could 

contact my guinea pigs Rose and Tulip. 
Rose ran away and was never found, and 

Tulip passed away. I wanted to know if Rose was 
still alive, and if Tulip was truly happy in the 
afterlife. I could tell that Amanda really connected 
with them as she described both of them 
perfectly. I was really blown away when Amanda 
told me that my Great Nonna was looking after 
them on the other side. I thought it was so cool 
that she could pick that up, and it was amazing to 
feel a connection with her, too! I am so happy with 
the reading and I feel at peace knowing that my 
Nonna is taking great care of Tulip and Rose.  

Amanda De Warren 
Speaks to Ashley’s 
guinea pigs Tulip  
and Rose

THE ANIMAL WHISPERER



Aries MAR 21 – APR 20

Staying busy keeps the tension at bay, so
stop lounging around. With Mars cracking
the whip, you might even tackle the spare
room. But there’s glamour too. As Venus
cruises into your money zone, gorgeous
clothes and furnishings may be irresistible.
A winter overhaul is gathering momentum!

and will she be able to have children? 
Will she be all right when she goes 
back to school? Worried Nan

An older lady in the spirit world from your 

mums’ side places her hand on my shoulder. 

She tells me she is watching over your 

granddaughter. I feel your granddaughter can 

pull through this with the correct treatment. She 

has a bright path ahead of her and a great deal 

of happiness to look forward to when she 

reaches adulthood. I feel it will still be possible 

for her to have children, but it will be up to her 

whether she chooses to do so. My thoughts 

will be with her with some absent healing.

Q This year has been horrendous. 
My cat had kittens and they 
all died. My ex-husband has 

caused huge problems. My mum died 
suddenly and the family made false 
allegations against me. My car died,  
I lost several jobs, and my boyfriend 
left me after two years together. Will 
things improve? Is there someone 
who will love me? Libra lady 

I feel all these things have happened because 
you were coming out of a closing chapter in 
your life. Your beautiful mum comes with so 
much love for you. She tells me things will get 
better within a year and that she has never left 
you. She does not want you to upset yourself 
about the allegations – she te
me she knows the truth. I fee
you’ll meet a man with sandy
brown hair through online
dating. He’ll always do the
right thing by you. 

If you’d like a reading, email 
womansday@bauer-media.com.au
with your name, photo and numberr.

SEE
AMANDA DE

WARREN LIVE!
Visit amandade
warren.com for

event info.

Write to Mitchell Coombes at Woman s Day, GPO Box 5245,

Sydney, NSW 2001, or email womansday@bauer-media.com.au
Please keep questions under 80 words. Sorry, no personal replies.

HOROSCOPES

YourStars
Jenny Blume predicts your heavenly  
destiny for this week, June 5 – 11

Gemini MAY 22 – JUN 21

Ready to pour it out? Once you start, you 
won’t be able to stop, so be careful who 
you’re with. Alternatively, grab a notebook 
and jot down your thoughts (creative types 
might tap into hidden talents!) If you’re 
trying to ditch a bad habit, start on Sunday 
and let the cosmos give you a helping hand.

Cancer JUN 22 – JUL 23

With the moon and Mars firing up your 
determination you’ll have energy to burn 
this month. By early spring, you may be 
running marathons! On the home front,  
a difficult decision might suddenly seem 
obvious, thanks to a woman’s advice. You 
don’t have to be strong all the time.

PiscesFEB 20 – MAR 20

Ready to spread your wings? After a period of
uncertainty, money planet Jupiter is shifting
into gear. A long conversation could trigger
a new strategy, while on the job front, a
surprising proposal might get you thinking.
If a home-based business has captured your
attention, why not take a closer look?

VirgoAUG 24 – SEP 23

Searching for more balance in your life? You
might just find it. Discuss your ideas towards
Thursday, or if you’re up for a challenge,
draw up a business plan. Saturday’s
house-proud stars may trigger an impromptu
decorating spree, which could be excellent
timing as guests are on the way.

Libra SEP 24 – OCT 23

Circle Saturday in your diary, that’s when
Jupiter shifts into forward gear, bringing
good news and good luck. The coming weeks
may even bring a small windfall. Adding to
the buzz, your inner mover and shaker is
gearing up for action. With Mars perched on
your chart’s pinnacle, look out world!

Aquarius JAN 21 – FEB 19

Show the world what you’re made of! Follow 
up on a long-held interest, book an offbeat 
holiday or implement a few changes at work;
your blossoming confidence should see you
through in style. Home improvements might
also hit the agenda, so why not use your
creative flair to liven up a drab room?

Scorpio OCT 24 – NOV 22

Your pleasure zone is receiving a cosmic
charge, which bodes well for singles and
couples alike. June could prove surprisingly
indulgent, but don’t get carried away – the
high life can be expensive. Plans made under
Sunday’s canny sky could pay off handsomely
down the track, so take advantage.

Capricorn DEC 23 – JAN 20

Passionate people are being drawn into your 
sphere, and conversations should prove 
productive. At the very least, you’ll develop  
a broader perspective. An active, outdoorsy 
weekend will clear your head, while singles 
may find romance at a concert or sporting 
event. June looks like your lucky month!

Sagittarius NOV 23 – DEC 22

Here Comes The Sun might suit as your winter 
soundtrack. As the clouds clear, new dreams 
and goals come into focus. Chatty Mercury is 
transforming you into a social butterfly, but 
it’s not all about frivolous fun. If a heartfelt 
issue has got you fired up, your involvement 
could make a real difference.

Leo  JUL 24 – AUG 23

Your chart is beginning to glow! Friday’s full 
moon should set off a flurry of social activity, 
and as the sun enhances your naturally
gregarious side, a club or organisation might
draw on your talents. Games and trivia
nights are fun, and what a great way to meet
new people – especially for single Lions.

Taurus APR 21 – MAY 21

That Taurean work ethic is admirable, but
don’t let your fitness pay the price. The
key is multitasking: try shared walks or
lunchtime yoga. Friday’s full moon will usher
many Bulls into a more positive period, and
as that old enthusiasm returns, a project
close to your heart will get you dreaming.

Tulip and 
Rose are at 
peace on the 
other side.

lls
l

y

’s Day GPO Box 5245

Mitchell’s 
Psychic Soul 
Oracle Cards  

($24.99) available  
now at mitchell 
coombes.com 
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AMBER AND ALICE 
JANETTE PAUL

When Amber Jones wakes up in her sister Sage’s 
speeding car, with no idea how she got there (though the 
hangover is a clue), all she wants to do is go home. But 
Sage is convinced a road trip to Alice Springs will fi nally 
answer the burning question: who is Amber’s father? 

LAKE HILL 
MARGARETA OSBORN

En route to a new life on the coast at Lakes Entrance 
Julia Gunn fi nds herself – courtesy of a rockslide – 
stuck in the remote mountain town of Lake Grace. Yet 
fate may be on her side after all. Lake Grace is home to 
Rick Halloran, the man with whom she enjoyed a brief, 
unforgettable romance twenty years ago.

Read more at  penguin.com.au

Come along for 
the ride.  
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THE NEW
BLACK – SEASON 5

After last year’s explosive finale, which 

saw one of Litchfield’s favourite inmates, 

Poussey Washington (Samira Wiley) 

senselessly killed by a prison guard, season 

five promises even more drama as the inmates 

stage a full-scale rebellion to fight for their 

rights and gain control of the prison.  

Meanwhile, Australian bad girl Ruby Rose 

returns as sassy Stella Carlin, threatening  

to upset Piper Chapman’s (Taylor Schilling) 

new-found harmony with her girlfriend  

Alex Vause (Laura Prepon). 

Available on Netflix, June 9

DON’TMISS...

THE 
GRANTCHESTER 
MYSTERIES: 
SIDNEY CHAMBERS 

AND THE PERSISTENCE OF 
LOVE – JAMES RUNCIE
The sixth book in James Runcie’s much-loved 

series – adapted for ABC’s Grantchester, starring 

James Norton – sees full-time priest and 

part-time detective Sidney Chambers plunged 

into a murder investigation when he discovers  

a body in a bluebell wood. As he delves deeper 

into the case, he discovers there are scandalous 

secrets within the parish. A captivating, classic 

detective novel.

Out now 
(Bloomsbury 
Publishing, $28)

THE MUMMY
Witness Tom Cruise as Nick Morton in all his 

monster-fighting glory in the highly anticipated 

reboot of The Mummy franchise. Believed to be 

safely entombed in a crypt deep beneath the 

Middle Eastern desert, an ancient princess (Sofia 

Boutella) is awakened in the current day – and 

she’s not happy. It’s up to soldier of fortune Nick 

to stop her. Aussie legend Russell Crowe plays Dr 

Henry Jekyll and he’s already spilled that the film 

has been designed to “seriously scare the s**t out 

of you”. Not for the faint-hearted! 

In cinemas June 8

FIF Y SHADES DARKER: 
UNMASKED EDITION
Jamie Dornan is back as Christian Grey in the 

second instalment of E L James’s erotic series. The 

hunk’s attempts to win back Anastasia Steele 

(Dakota Johnson) are interrupted when shadowy 

figures from his past – Jack Hyde (Eric Johnson) and 

Elena Lincoln (Kim Basinger) – begin to surface. 

The steamy, unrated Unmasked Edition includes 

more than 13 minutes of extra footage, and a 

sneak peek at the next film, Fifty Shades Freed. 

Out now on Digital HD and Blu-ray, $44.95 and 
DVD, 39.95W
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Our favourite homegrown duo are back

with a new show, and it’s a corker!

I
n their new 10-episode

TV show, comedy duo

Hamish & Andy sit down
with everyday Aussies

as they recount incredible
– and hilarious – stories

from their lives.
The tales are then

brought to life with
the help of some of

Australia’s favourite
actors. But Andy says the
search for 10 seriously

funny tales was by no
means easy.

“We had a team
of eight people
searching the
whole of Australia.

“We tried

everything – social

media posts, radio
announcements… we

even door-knocked.

We went to small-town

pubs to find out who the biggest 

characters in the area were,” he 

tells Woman’s Day.
As far as the cinematic

accounts go, viewers will spot
some famous faces in a few of
the episodes – including Craig 
McLachlan (The Doctor Blake

Mysteries), Helen Dallimore
(Here Come The Habibs) and
Ed Kavalee (Have You Been

Paying Attention?).
Comic Ryan Shelton, the boys’ 

best mate and co-producer, even 
makes a guest appearance.

Hamish says he and Andy
were “thrilled” to be able to
give less well-known actors
a chance, too.

“Episode five is about a guy

called Jack who plays the French 

horn in a Sydney orchestra.
“Joel Granger, who’s just come 

out of acting school, plays him. 

He’s awesome.”

NOTHING
BEATS A FUNNY 

TRUE STORY!

ENTERTAINMENT

Their own top 5 funny tales…

TRUESTORYWITH
HAMISH&ANDY

MONDAY, 7.30PM, NINE

Hamish tries
extreme inline
skating!

Eating the entire
McDonald’s
menu.

Competing at
the Australian
Junior Athletics
Championships.

When Hamish
won the Gold
Logie.

Bringing  
new meaning  
to public 
broadcasting.

Hamish & Andy



1 It’s
first tour here in 20 years.

2 He’ll be belting out all his
greatest hits, including

Mysterious Girl, Gimme Little
Sign and Get Down On It.

3He’s known for going into
the crowd during his songs

for photos with his fans.

Me
his start
up with
and than

5He’s
Amel

six mont
(his olde

The Habibs are back in Vaucluse for a second

season, and fans can expect even more laughs 

this time around. Here, Kat Hoyos (Layla) 

opens up about her life on screen and off…

What do you love most about playing Layla? 

She’s so different to me. And she’s

made me realise what it 

takes to look so immaculate every day. With

Layla, she has so much going on – the makeup,

the hair, the jewellery. My mum’s the same

– she takes two to three hours to get ready!

How does your boyfriend Rhys deal with

your ever-increasing fame? I’m lucky

cause his dad is Garry Jack, who was a very

well known footballer. He

understands what it’s like to 

have someone so close to him 

n the spotlight. He’s very 

encouraging and wants me  

to do well.

The show attracted 

controversy at first, because 

t uses racial stereotypes.  

Has the reaction from the  

Lebanese community 

changed? Rob Shehadie,  

ne of the co-creators of the 

how, is Lebanese himself,  

o he was very conscious about 

ot painting the community  

n a bad light. Now the show  

as aired, Lebanese families  

are telling us how they can relate to the 

Habibs, and they love how they can all  

sit together in front of the TV and have  

a laugh. It’s that whole idea of family  

coming together.

breathe a s elief as Rebecca Gibney’s 
s for a second season, and it promises to be 

n the first. The latest instalment picks up with 
lsea (Geraldine Hakewill) still on the run. But 
me the hunters as they set out to save Lola’s 
tier), whose life is in danger. Charles, 24, says 

son was a privilege. “We shot in some amazing 
New Zealand and Thailand. We have the best 

and it feels like we’re a big family.”

never forgets Molly
ldrum, who gave him
t. “I can’t wait to catch
him in Melbourne

nk him again.”
a family man. His kids
lia, three, and Theo,
ths, will come on tour
r two are in school).

ery

Wanted fans cand
popular drama retur

even more intense tha
Lola (Rebecca) and Che
this time they’ve beco

son David (Charles C
filming the second seas

locations – Australia, N
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Kat Hoyos ‘I’m nothing like my character!’

g g

HERECOMETHEHABIBS
MONDAY, 8PM, NINE

WANTED
MONDAY, 8.40PM, SEVEN

PETERANDRE
TICKETS FROM TICKETEK.COM.AU

& TICKETMASTER.COM.AU

REASONS WE CAN’T WAIT FOR5

Charles Cottier
‘WANTED’ IS ONE
BIG FAMILY
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Here Come The 
Habibs’ Kat  
says she keeps 
her own look 
quite simple. 

Layla, on the 
other hand, goes 
for the works.

Looking 
abs-olutely 
great then, 
and still hot 
now at 44 
(right).

Charles  
plays  
her son.

Rebecca  
plays a mum  
on the run.
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the sweetest of

oves she’s more

eady than Helena

r floral number

delicate shoe.

li Larter
Decked out in

dresses, Ali pr

garden-party re
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with a more

Hele
OR Al

STYLE

One outfit, two stars. Who gets our vote for fashionista

Who wore it

Both stars look downright sexy,  

but it’s Jennifer Lopez who comes  

off the winner in this ultra-glam  

dress by Aussie brand Meshki. 

Ariel Winter OR 
Jennifer Lopez

Hot

Hotter!

ChristensenHelena C

ote for fashionista winner?!?!

n

nner?!



t Laurent dress looks hot on

them, but it’s Chrissy’s choice

accessories and plum lippie

t makes her stand out. 

e Goulding OR  
hrissy Teigen

Hotter!

We can’t get enough of th

delicate lace dress, but K

way more sophisticated t

heavy jacket and s

Megan Mulla
Karlie Klo
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his bright red,
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The birthday  
girl tucks into 
some fairy floss.

Ange, Shiloh, Knox, 
Vivienne and Zahara 
were joined by some 
friends visiting from 
Cambodia.

STAR SPOTTER

You could be forgiven for thinking
Ange was just like any other mum 
when she took daughter Shiloh to 
Disneyland to celebrate her 11th 
birthday along with three of her 
siblings and some Cambodian 
friends. Ange didn’t shy away from 
joining in on the rides – we always 
knew she was a bit of a daredevil! 

A Jolie day out!
ANGELINA JOLIE

Shiloh’s shindig!

Family & friends

Yourfavouritestars...
caughton
camera!
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We’re not the only ones who’ve been inspired by MasterChef
this season! Chris proves he’s a superhero both in and out of the
kitchen, while Hugh made ricotta hotcakes and Kyly learnt how

to make freshly baked cookies. Yum!

Cooking up a storm

She may be a pop superhero, but Mariah got
a bit carried away filming her cameo in Will
Ferrell and Amy Poehler’s flick The House, 
refusing to follow the script. “I don’t feel like 
my character would get killed by bullets. What 
if I deflected them like Wonder Woman?” 
she said, according to co-star Rob Huebel.

Wonder Mariah

Dancing
queens

The much-loved 
flamenco dancer 
emoji is our biggest 
fashion inspo, with 
Leila, Katy, Catherine, 
Sylvia and Zendaya 
all joining in. But it’s 
Sofia who landed the 
role in new film The 
Emoji Movie. She 
certainly has flair!

KYLY CLARKE

CHRIS HEMSWORTH

LEILA McKINNON

ZENDAYA

KATY PERRY

SYLVIA JEFFREYS

CATHERINE 
ZETA JONES

SOFIA VERGARA

HUGH JACKMAN 

above the rest
at the launch of
Samantha Jade
for Priceline in 
Sydney last week.

d l hModel Samantha
Harris towered

b th t

Reaching new
heights

MARIAH CAREY

SAMANTHA JADE & 
SAMANTHA HARRIS
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Newly married TV star Sylvia paid a touching
tribute to her Today colleague Lisa last month
as she celebrated 10 years on television. “You
set such a wonderful example for every woman
in the industry,” Sylvia said tearfully. And there’s
no denying their solid friendship extends outside
of the workplace. Hey, Sylvia – we love Lisa just 
as much as you do! 

The Bachelorette
star looked
seriously miffed
to get a parking
ticket after her
recent visit to
a beautician
in Melbourne.
Don’t worry
Georgia, we’ve all 
been there! 

SYLVIA JEFFREYS
& LISA WILKINSON

The price
of beauty

GEORGIA LOVE

Emma: ‘I’m going 

to propose!’

Gordon’s a softie

at heart!
Foul-mouthed
Gordon Ramsay
doesn’t swear at
home, according to
his youngest child
Matilda. The budding
foodie called him a

“normal dad” and said his criticism makes
contestants “better”. “While he can be
harsh, it is for good reason,” Matilda, 15,
says of her dad’s on-screen outbursts.
“On telly he is like a strict teacher but
when I watch him I find it funny because
it’s so different to how he is at home.” 

Gender equality
advocate Emma
Watson is planning to
“break tradition” by
popping the question
to her boyfriend of
18 months, William

“Mack” Knight. “She doesn’t see why
it should be such a big deal and wants
to encourage more women and young
girls to think differently,” says a friend.
It’s thought Emma wants to wed in
Oxfordshire, where she and Mack spent
time at Christmas, or New York, to be
closer to the tech entrepreneur’s family.

opstar ey Cyrus
loves to spoil her pet
pig Bubba Sue with
trips to the spa.
“Everyone laughs at
me for doing spa days
with the pig. But they

love a coconut oil mask. Moisturising is
good for pig skin which is very dry, so that
helps. It can make pig hair look lush,”
Miley says. Her fiance Liam Hemsworth
thinks the piggy pampering is “too much”.
Ma be he’s ealous!

oney steps out

ith Joaquin
After keeping it quiet
for months, Rooney
Mara and Joaquin
Phoenix have finally
gone public with
their relationship.
The pair – who

bonded on the set of Mary Magdalene in
2016 and sparked rumours they were
dating in January – were spotted hand in
hand at the Cannes Film Festival and in
a warm embrace after Joaquin won Best
Actor for his role in You Were Never Really
Here. He even referred to Rooney as “my
girlfriend” in a press conference. Cute!

Miley’s secret 
oink-ment

A real wo-mance!
Bonzer
besties

STAR SPOTTER
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There’s no doubt who these guys take after!  
Little Monroe looks particularly thrilled (not!)  
to be dressed like her pop star mum Mariah…

BEYONCE
& BLUE IVY

SARA LEONARDI-MCGRATH 
& MADISON

NICK CANNON, MARIAH 
CAREY, MOROCCAN  

& MONROE

Mini-me madness

TERRY BIVIANO 
& AZURA

Baby
Bob!

S-s-seriously scary!
You can tell Robert 
is his father’s son!  
The wildlife warrior 
posted a super  
cute throwback 
snap of “one of  
my first snake 
experiences with 
Jenny the Burmese 
python when I was 
only a few months 
old”. If that was 
 us, it would have 
been our last  
experience, too! 

As mum to three adopted boys – Roan,
16, Laird, 12, and Quinn, 11 – Sharon is 
well aware that kids grow up fast. The 
star, who says the trio are the best thing 
that ever happened to her, recently 
posted an adorable throwback to the day 
her youngest son, Quinn, was born.

My how
they’ve grown!

Now

2006

SHARON STONE

ROBERT IRWIN

He towers above her at 1.88m but
when it comes to love, Sean, 86, and
his wife Micheline, 87, are the perfect
match. The pair – who met and fell for
each other at a golf tournament in
1970 and married five years later
– looked as smitten as ever in New
York last week. If that’s what 42 years
of marriage look like, we want in!

SEAN CONNERY  
& MICHELINE 
ROQUEBRUNE

Still going strong! 
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Yourfavouritestars...
caught on
camera!

When Dame Helen Mirren

dishes out life advice

everyone sits up and listens.

During her memorable

speech at a Tulane University

graduation ceremony in New

Orleans last week, she started

by saying she doesn’t think

appearances are important.

“Ignore anyone who

judges the way you look,

especially if he or she is some

anonymous creep lurking on

the internet,” she said. “And

if you are that person lurking

on the internet, STOP IT.”

Helen, 1, who wed her

husband Taylor Hackford at 52,

also advised young people not

to rush down the aisle. “I married

Taylor a lot later in my life and

it’s worked out great,” she said.

“And always give your partner

the freedom and support to

achieve their ambitions.”

The Oscar-winner told

graduates not to be afraid of

taking risks. “The trick is to

listen to your instinct, grab the

opportunity when it presents

itself and then give it your all,”

she said. Noted!
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Top of the class
HELEN MIRREN

“Treat
people like 
people,” 
was part of 
her sage 
advice.

Do say thank
you when it is 

merited.

Do be a
feminist.

Don’t put hot s
on waxed wooden

surfaces.

Don’t smoke
tobacco… or 

chew it. 
’t procrastinate… 

especially in saying 
thank you when it is 

merited.

n’t dive into 
water if you 

don’t know how 
deep it is.

Don’t confuse sex with 
love. Love generally 

lasts longer than two 
minutes. 
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All courses available to start 26 June
une.edu.au/fivestars • 1800 818 865

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
Bachelor of Accounting
Graduate Certificate in Accounting
Graduate Diploma in Accounting
Master of Professional Accounting
AGRICULTURE, RURAL
SCIENCE AND PLANT SCIENCE
Diploma in Agriculture
Bachelor of Agriculture
Bachelor of Agriculture/Bachelor
of Business

Bachelor of Agriculture/Bachelor
of Laws

Bachelor of Agrifood Systems**
Bachelor of Plant Science
Bachelor of Rural Science
Graduate Certificate in Agriculture
Master of Science in Agriculture
ANIMAL SCIENCE AND
ZOOLOGY
Bachelor of Animal Science
Bachelor of Science~ (Animal
Science and Veterinary Studies,
Zoology)

Bachelor of Zoology
ARTS
Diploma in Arts
Advanced Diploma in Arts
Bachelor of Arts~
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of
Business

Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Laws
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of
Science

Graduate Certificate in Arts
Master of Arts
ARCHAEOLOGY AND
INDIGENOUS STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts~ (Archaeology,
Indigenous Studies)

Bachelor of Science~ (Archaeology,
Palaeobiology)

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE AND
PHARMACY
Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Bachelor of Pharmacy with
Honours

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT
AND MARKETING
Diploma in Business
Bachelor of Business
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of
Business

Bachelor of Agriculture/Bachelor
of Business

Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of
Economics

Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of
Laws

Bachelor of Organisational
Leadership

Bachelor of Training and
Development

Graduate Certificate in Business

Graduate Certificate in Human
Resource Management

Graduate Certificate in
Management

Master of Business Administration
Master of International Business
Master of Strategic Organisational
Development and Human
Resource Management

CLASSICS, HISTORY,
PHILOSOPHY AND STUDIES IN
RELIGION
Advanced Diploma in Local, Family
and Applied History

Bachelor of Arts~ (Ancient History,
Australian History, Classical
Languages, History, International
History, Studies in Religion)

Bachelor of Historical Inquiry and
Practice

Graduate Diploma in Local, Family
and Applied History

Master of Arts
Master of History
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Bachelor of Computer Science~
Bachelor of Computer Science/
Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of Science~
(Computational Science)

Graduate Certificate in Information
Technology

Graduate Diploma in Information
Technology

Master of Computer Science
Master of Information Technology
Master of Information Technology
(Business)

ECONOMICS AND
AGRIBUSINESS
Bachelor of Agribusiness~
Bachelor of Agricultural and
Resource Economics

Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of
Economics

Bachelor of Economics~
Bachelor of Economics/Bachelor
of Laws

Graduate Certificate in
Agribusiness

Graduate Diploma in Economics
Master of Economic and Regional
Development

Master of Economics
EDUCATION AND TEACHING
Bachelor of Educational Studies
Bachelor of Education (Early
Childhood and Primary)

Bachelor of Education (Early
Childhood Teaching)

Bachelor of Education (In-service
Conversion)

Bachelor of Education (K-12
Teaching)

Bachelor of Education (K-6
Teaching)

Bachelor of Education (Primary)

Bachelor of Education (Secondary
Arts)

Bachelor of Education (Secondary
Mathematics)

Bachelor of Education (Secondary
Music)

Bachelor of Education (Secondary
Science)

Bachelor of Training and
Development

Graduate Certificate in Education
Studies

Graduate Certificate in eLearning
Master of Education
Master of Teaching (Primary)
Master of Teaching (Secondary)
ENGLISH, WRITING, MEDIA
AND COMMUNICATIONS
Diploma in Professional
Communication

Bachelor of Arts~ (English, Writing,
Screen and Media Studies)

Bachelor of Media and
Communications

ENVIRONMENTAL AND EARTH
SCIENCES
Bachelor of Environmental Science
Bachelor of Environmental Science/
Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of GeoScience
Bachelor of Science~ (Geography)
Graduate Certificate in
Environmental Science

Graduate Certificate in Planning
and Management of Natural
Hazards

Graduate Diploma in Planning and
Management of Natural Hazards

Master of Environmental Science
and Management

Master of Natural Resource
Governance

Master of Planning and
Management of Natural Hazards

EXERCISE AND SPORTS
SCIENCE
Bachelor of Clinical Exercise
Physiology

Bachelor of Exercise and Sports
Science

GEOGRAPHY AND PLANNING
Diploma in Town Planning
Bachelor of Urban and Regional
Planning

Bachelor of Science~ (Geography)
Graduate Diploma in Urban and
Regional Planning

Master of Urban and Regional
Planning

LANGUAGES AND CULTURAL
STUDIES
Diploma in Modern Languages
Bachelor of International Studies
Bachelor of International and
Language Studies

Bachelor of Languages
Bachelor of Languages and
International Business

LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY
Bachelor of Agriculture/Bachelor
of Laws

Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Laws
Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of
Laws

Bachelor of Computer Science/
Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor
of Laws

Bachelor of Economics/Bachelor
of Laws

Bachelor of Environmental Science/
Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of
Laws

Bachelor of Criminology~
Bachelor of Laws (3 years)
Bachelor of Laws (4 years)
Graduate Certificate in NDIS
Business Development

Master of Laws
Master of Natural Resource
Governance

LINGUISTICS
Master of Applied Linguistics
Master of Applied Linguistics
(TESOL)

NURSING, SOCIAL WORK AND
HEALTH
Bachelor of Audiometry
Bachelor of Nursing*~
Bachelor of Social Work
Graduate Certificate in Disability
Management

Graduate Certificate in Health
Management

Graduate Certificate in Mental
Health Practice

Graduate Diploma in Counselling
Graduate Diploma in Disability
Management

Graduate Diploma in Health
Management

Graduate Diploma in Mental Health
Practice

Master of Counselling
Master of Health Management
Master of Mental Health Practice
Master of Nursing Practice (on
campus only)

Master of Social Work
(Professional Qualifying)

PEACE, POLITICAL AND
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Diploma in Arts
Advanced Diploma in Arts
Bachelor of Arts~ (Peace Studies,
Political and International Studies)

Bachelor of International Studies~
Bachelor of International and
Language Studies

Graduate Certificate in Arts
Master of Arts

PSYCHOLOGY AND
SOCIOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts~ (Psychology,
Sociology)

Bachelor of Psychological Science
Bachelor of Psychology with
Honours^

Bachelor of Social Science~
Graduate Diploma in Psychology
SCIENCE
Diploma in Science
Bachelor of Science~
Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of
Laws

Bachelor of Scientific Studies
Graduate Certificate in Science
Graduate Diploma in Science
Master of Scientific Studies
SUSTAINABILITY
Bachelor of Sustainability
THEATRE, PERFORMANCE
AND MUSIC
Diploma in Music Skills^
Diploma in Music Technology
Bachelor of Arts~ (Music^, Theatre
and Performance)

Bachelor of Music^
Bachelor of Theatre and
Performance

Master of Applied Theatre Studies
ENTRY PATHWAYS
Pathways Enabling Course
Science Pathways
TRACKS Tertiary Preparation
Program (Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander)

** This course will be renamed
in 2018 to Bachelor of
Agricultural Production and
Management.

* Conditions apply.

^ Early Application closing date.

~ Honours year also available.

Please note some degrees have
mandatory intensive schools which
require attendance on campus.
Please see website for individual
course rules and admissions
criteria.

Apply now

Courses available for online study from June

UNE is the only online university 
to be awarded 5 stars for student 
satisfaction every year for 10 years*

*The Good Universities Guide ratings 2007-2017.

Study online across three study periods with 
24/7 online tutor support. If you don’t have entry 
qualifications, our free Pathways Enabling Course gives 
you entry and credit to most of UNE’s undergraduate 
degrees.
If you prefer to study on-campus, UNE has a campus 
in Armidale.

If you’re not ready to commit to a whole degree right 
now, we also have our revolutionary new Bespoke 
Courses where you can design a short course of just 
2, 3 or 4 units. Because they’re real degree units you 
may get credit towards a full degree later.

University of New England CRICOS Provider Number 00003G


